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editorial
brigham young university studies

its purpose its freedom its scope
CHARLES D TATE JR

editor

in this ourour initial editorial it is our desire to present the
motivation behind the publication of BYU studies and to sesetseet
before our readers the policies under which our editorship will
be carried out

the purpose of BYU studies

the purpose of BYU studies is to be a voice for the com-
munity of LIDSLDS scholars as has been its purpose since its incep-
tion back in 1959 those who look closely will see that this
issue is the first number for the eighth volume thus BYU
studies is not a new journal but we hope it is a reactivated
a revitalized journal that will provoke intellectual and spiritual
growth in its readers and contributors

when BYU studies first began publication in 1959 the
motivating thought was that it should not be a general not
even a mormon studies journal in the usual sense of those
terms but that it should really be a voice for the latter day
saint scholar writing articles about how he correlated his sci-
entific literary sociological or psychological research and his
religious convictions such articles could find little if any op-
portunityportunity for publication in any of the then existing journals
in the early issues of BYU studies we can read several such
articles but for numerous reasons partly editorial and partly
administrational the journal failed to growgrow to meet its chal-
lenge to fulfill the need of the LDSLIDS scholarly community to
give them a voice wherein they might express their thinking
and findings with the coming issues of BYU studies we
again dedicate its pages to the pursuit of truth no matter where

dr tate is assistant professor of english at brigham young university
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it may be found and to the rooting out of error no matter
what its source this specific charge was given to the brigham
young university faculty in particular and to the whole com-
munity of LDS scholars in general by president hugh B brown
at the preschool faculty conference in provo in 1961 1

let s talk more specifically of this challenge the intel-
lectuals in the church have long been critical of those mem-
bers who seem to embrace the gospel on a purely emotional
level who feel with the heart but do little with the head on
their part the heart feelers have long felt out of sorts with
and suspicious of the intellectuals who can t let anything lie
who are forever bringing up new ideas to challenge them to
think to understand but who often close their own hearts
and emotions to the gospel because they cannot explain or do
not trust them intellectually too often it has been easy for
each group to write off the other and each go its own way
BUT NEITHER GROUP BRINGS A FULNESS OF TRUTH
TO ITS MEMBERS the full quest for truth as president
brown said in 1947 in the introduction to a series of radio ad-
dresses on building a rational faith must involve the heart as
well as the head something which can be felt as well as
thought Enzoemotionriontion is not enough cold intellect will not suffice
but rational faith fired by spiritual insight 2 italics added
will lead us to truth how much or how little each man is able
to find in his search will remain his individual challenge the
purpose of BYU studies is to give a voice to those who are striv-
ing in find truth who are endeavoring to synthesize the
spiritual and intellectual in their search who are seeking learn-
ing by study and also by faith dacd&c 8888118118

the freedom of BYU studies

whatever the blend of the heart and the head the syn-
thesis of the spiritual and the intellectual in each man s search
he must be free to search and to express his thoughts and
findings being completely honest with himself and his cre-
ator such was the heart of president brown s challenge to the

hugh B brown addresstoaddressAddresstoto BYU faculty september 11 1961 published
in preschool conference addresses provoproo utah brigham young university
bulletin LVIII no 5838

introduction rational faith found in radio addresses vol 53

in the BYU library
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faculty in that 1961 address we were so impressed with what
he said that we quote a paragraph

we the members of the board of education of the
church would like you to know we are interested in aca-
demic research you must go out on the research front and
continue to explore the vast unknown you should be in
the forefront of learning in all fields for revelation does not
come only through the prophet of god nor only directly from
heaven inin visions or dreams revelation may come in the
laboratory out of the test tube out of the thinking mind
and the inquiring soul out of search and research and prayer
and inspiration you must be unafraid to contend for what
you are thinking unafraid to dissent if you are informed
and honest we must combat error with truth in this divided
and imperiled world and do it with the unfaltering faith that
god is still in his heaven even though all is not well with
the world 30

we say let this charge from one of the great leaders of
the church be our creed to search with all our hearts and
minds in the faith that the source of all knowledge might re-
veal truths to us in our laboratories our studies or our
secret places of prayer then let us write up our thoughts our
findings our inspirations and share them with our fellow
searchers within the community of LDS scholars through the
pages of BYU studies each author must remember that in
what he has to say he speaks for himself and not for the
church not for brigham young university nor even for the
editorial board of BYU studies we lay no claim to being
official spokesmen for the church and readers who refuse to
accept this fact will misread our purpose and our desires this
disclaimer of speaking for the church will be printed on the
inside of the front cover of each issue of our journal for we
do not purport to be an official organ through which church
policy is set and made known any opinions expressed in any
articles published in BYU studies will necessarily be those of
their authors

in light of president brown s admonition to study to think
to dissent in honesty we feel that we must challenge the often
voiced claim that there is no real academic freedom or freedom
from censorship within the church and that to get at the real
truth we must go outside the control of the church where we

3
1 address to BYU faculty p 4
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may freely say what we think and believe this basic assump-
tion says that in its estimation the church as a whole and its
leadership in general are either so immature or so weak in
their positions that they cannot or will not tolerate freedom
of inquiry and expression which will look at all things with
the critical eye of scholarship there is also an interesting
assumption that to be valuable scholarship must be critical
analytical this is not the whole fact we challenge the claim
that any group or any journal however honest and pure its
motives can better serve the church outside its support and con-
trol than can BYU studies which is supported by the church
and freely places itself under its control we challenge the
assumption that scholarship must always be analytical and
critical to be valid As scholarly effort critical synthesis is just
as valid as critical analysis but it is much more difficult to
achieve this then is the real challenge that BYU studies
wholeheartedly accepts we hope in our coming issues to prove
to the world that we do have academic freedom and freedom of
expression within the church that the place to help build the
kingdom is from within not from without and that the church
can give voice to constructive criticism without the threat of
dire consequences for such expression

the scope of BYU studies

though our primary interest in the pages of BYU studies
is toward articles dealing with latter day saint thought history
theology and related subjects we have been commanded and
admonished to search out the truth in all things to learn

of things both in heaven and in the earth and under the
earth things which have been things which are things which
must shortly come to pass things which are at home things
which are abroad the wars and the perplexities of the na-
tions and the judgments which are on the land and a
knowledge also of countries and kingdoms that ye may
be preparedpiepared in all things when I1 shall send you again to
magnify the calling whereunto I1 have called you and the
mission with which I1 have commissioned you dacd&c 8879-
80 see also 9353

the scope of BYU studies is this fuller search for truth for
knowledge in all fields of learning it is this concept of its
scope that will place articles like the origin structure and
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evolution of the stars the new morality research bases
for decision in today s world and eternal progression
and the foreknowledge of god side by side with no ap-
parent need for explanation we desire to search all fields
of knowledge in our quest for truth

such is the challenge of BYU studies to its editor its edi-
torial board and its contributors and readers remembering
jacob s observations in 2 nephi 928 that when worldly wisdom
sets aside the counsel of god such wisdom becomes profitless
foolishness we wish you challenging reading and spiritual
and intellectual growth for to be learned is good if they
hearken unto the counsels of god verse 29

an interview
GLEN E ROBERTSON

like a mormon buddha
behind a broad expanse of desk
eyes narrowed reflective
fingertips meeting exactly
taking your measure slowly
so very slowly minutes ticking
swinging metro gnome like
in swivel chair from side to side
ponderous body in ponderous chair
verifying your mind
calculating your soul

mr robertson is instructor of english at college of the sequoias in california



astronomy
MARDEN j CLARK

he told us of the thousand million stars
in each of a hundred million galaxies
of hydrogen exploding and light measured years
ten to the twentieth power may only tease
the mind but stops the soul with zeroes piled up
A hundred thousand million million suns
how else make man alive to what it means to sup
from earth s four billion years of growing pains
ten million years four gases free and energy
amino acids replicating come alive
the what the how he tried to tell the why
he left to us my daughter still not five
restive in her hour of time and foot of space
stretched up and planted kisses on my face

dr clarkdarkoark is professor of english at brigham young university
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the origin structure and evolution
of the stars

D H MCNAMARA

A glance at the stars on a dark moonless night away from
the lights and other distractions of the city is one of nature s

most rewarding scenes although the number of stars in the
dark vault of the heavens appears to the eye to be incredibly
large only three thousand are visible at any one time but with
the aid of even small telescopes it is possible to observe a mil-
lion stars and we are able to photograph well over a hundred
million stars with a 200 inch telescope at mount palomar all
these stars belong to a unit in space that we commonly call
the galaxy although our galaxy is only one among millions of
other galaxies that are found in the universe

even to the eye the stars are not uniformly distributed over
the sky they appear to be strongly concentrated to a faint
diffuse band of light that we call the milky way the stars
tend to concentrate to the milky way because the galaxy is
a flattened disk as illustrated in figure 1 As we look along
the plane of the disk we observe the largest number of stars

corresponding to the milky way at right angles to this
plane the stars thin out rapidly and we see only the stars that
might happen to be relatively close to us As illustrated in
figure 1 the sun lies near the central plane of our galaxy
about 27000 light years one light year equals 6 trillion miles
from the galactic center the sun is one of approximately 200
billion stars found in our galaxy and revolves in an orbit
around the galactic center in a period of approximately 200
million years although the total number of stars in the galaxy
is very large the average distance between them 4 light
years is very great let us assume for a moment that we can

given as the fourth annual faculty lecture at brigham young university
march 29 1967

dr mcnamara has been on the brigham young university faculty since 1955
and is presently professor of physics and astronomy he was responsible for
the inauguration of the graduate program in astrophysics at BYU
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side view view from golgalacticoctic pole

galactic center
0L116cli c1911e

S

80000 liyhlyearslight rearsyears

figure 1 A model of our galaxy the solid lines define the region within
which the majority of stars are found the sun is located approximately
27000 light years from the galactic center

shrink the stars down to the size of marbles on this scale the
average distance between the stars would be about fifty miles

THE STRUCTURE OF STARS

stars like people show a great diversity in their physical
characteristics we find for example considerable differences
in size temperature color mass luminosity and other proper-
ties one of the most fruitful ways of investigating the physical
properties of the stars is to plot their colors against their lumi
nositiesjositiesnosities this type of plot is known as a color magnitude or
hertzsprung russell diagram HRH R diagram for short this
diagram is based on brightness measurements of stars corrected
for distance and accurate measurements of colors or surface
temperatures the vertical scale is the intrinsic brightness

luminosity expressed in terms of the sun s brightness this
is identical to the ratio of the energy radiated by the star to
the energy radiated by the sun the color or temperature is

plotted along the horizontal scale with the blue or high tem-
peraturepera ture stars on the left and the red or low temperature stars
on the right figure 2 illustrates the positions occupied in the
HRH R diagram by the stars found in the neighborhood of the
sun the shaded areas indicate a strong concentration of stars
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figure 2 A schematic HRH R diagram of stars found in the neighborhood of
the sun the horizontal coordinate is the star s color and the vertical
coordinate is the brightness where the star s brightness L is expressed
in terms of the sun s L brightness the majority of stars fall along
the main sequence the other stars fall principally in the giant or white
dwarf regions

few stars are found outside these areas most of the stars in
the solar neighborhood fall on a diagonal line called the main
sequence the sun itself is a yellow main sequence star with a
surface temperature of 10000 F the blue white stars at the
upper end of the main sequence with surface temperatures of
about 50000050000 F radiate ten thousand times as much energy as
the sun while the red main sequence stars with surface tem-
peraturesperatures of 5000 F radiate only one ten thousandth as much
energy as the sun in a sample volume of space the lower
main sequence stars far outnumber the upper main sequence
stars
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although the majority of stars lie on the main sequence
we do find stars that populate other well defined regions of
the diagram for instance the yellow orange and red giants
that are about 100 times brighter than the sun lying above and
to the right of the main sequence A few stars are found in
the supergiant region at the upper edge of the diagram and
another group of white and yellow stars hundreds of times
less luminous than the sun called white dwarfs is found in
the lower left region of this diagram since a yellow super-
giant star at the same temperature as the sun radiates the same
amount of energy per square inch of the surface it must have
a surface area 10000 times greater than the sun or a radius
100 times greater since surface area is proportional to the
square of the radius to radiate 10000 times as much energy
per second by a similar argument we can show that a typical
white dwarf star must have a radius about i100th1100th that of the
sun or about the size of the earth itself by studying the posi-
tions of stars in the HRH R diagram we have discovered that
stars differ enormously in their sizes and also in the amount
of energy they radiate

A significant question of physical makeup of stars arises
what is the most fundamental physical difference between the
low luminosity red stars of the main sequence and the high
luminosity blue stars of the upper main sequence the answer
to this question can fortunately be given because many main
sequence stars are double stars As a matter of fact as many
as one half of the stars that appear single to the eye are
actually binary systems these stars move in orbits around
their common center of gravity indicating they attract each
other since the force of attraction between them depends on
their masses the measurement of this force allows us to
weigh them that is to find their masses the data available

from double stars indicate that the low luminosity red stars
have masses about one fifth the solar mass the yellow stars
that lie near the sun in the HRH R diagram have just one solar
mass and the upper blue white main sequence stars are as
much as twenty times as massive as the sun these results lead
us to an important discovery the mass luminosity relation
which indicates that the more massive stars are the more lumi-
nous and thus expend their fuel at a much faster rate than low
mass stars the luminosity depends very critically upon the
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mass if the mass is doubled the luminosity is increased by
twelve evidently the most fundamental physical characteristic
of a main sequence star is its mass the mass determines the
luminosities and surface temperatures

THE ORIGIN OF STARS

now that we have considered some of the basic physical
properties of the stars I1 want to raise some issues that perhaps
you have never thought about before how and when were the
stars born are stars being formed at the present time what
is their ultimate fate

to make a beginning with the first question we must
realize that the space between the stars interstellar space is

not entirely empty scattered throughout the galaxy is a diffuse
gas consisting primarily of hydrogen atoms that is concen-
trated frequently in clouds the interstellar gas is so rarefied
that a volume element of one cubic inch in interstellar space
would contain only one or two atoms some of the cloud com-
plexes however would contain a thousand times as many
atoms in addition to the gas we find tiny dust particles about
the size of the wavelength of visible light 0.00001000001 inches that
are very effective in scattering the light of distant stars acting
like a smog to hinder our viewview

although the interstellar gasga and dust are a very low
density medium the galaxy is so huge that the total mass of
this material accounts for about one tenth the mass of the
galaxy quite enough to provide material for the formation
of new stars astronomers believe that initially the galaxy was
an ellipsoid of gas that tended to flatten to its present form
because of its rotation the physical processes by which the
first stars were formed are not well understood but local con-
densations of gas may have cooled and the hotter surrounding
gas caused the cooler gas to begin to contract under com-
pression we have already pointed out that at the present time
the interstellar medium is tied up primarily in cloud complexes
A typical cloud may be thirty light years in diameter and con-
tain enough material to produce a hundred stars figure 3 is

a photograph of such a cloud or nebula in the constellation of
monoceros the cloud shines by virtue of the high luminosity
stars embedded in the nebula and some dark foreground
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clouds are seen projected on the nebula once the clouds begin
to condense they continue to contract under their gravitation
many astronomers believe that some of the small dark globulesglobuletglobules
found throughout the bright nebulous regions as can be seen
inin figure 3 are the initial phases of star formation As the
protostarprotostar continues to contract one half of the potential energy
stored up inin the gravitational field isis convertedconerted to heat and

figure 3 nebula inin the constellation of monoceros photographed inin red light
with the 48 inch schmidt telescope this nebula isis particularly rich inin dark
globulesglobuletglobules dark clouds seen projected on the bright nebula
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increases the central temperature and the other half is simply
radiated away

why does the protostarprotostar stop contracting precisely as

pointed out above because the internal temperature rises and
when the temperature reaches a certain critical value energy
begins to be generated in the interior eventually the energy
generated in the interior compensates for the energy radiated
away on the surface contraction ceases and we end up with
an enormous sphere of hot gas with a central temperature of
the order of fifteen million degrees the star is now in a state
of delicate balance the gas and radiation pressure that tend
to force the star to expand are just balanced by the gravitational
force that tends to make the star collapse sophisticated mathe-
matical calculations on large computers indicate that when the
energy produced in the interior compensates for the energy
losses at the surface the star is a typical main sequence star
if the protostarprotostar starts initially wawith twenty solar masses it
reaches the main sequence at the upper left of the HRH R diagram
along the evolutionary track dashed lines shown in figure
4 A protostarprotostar with one solar mass will reach the same position
in the HRH R diagram occupied by the sun if it has twice the
mass of the sun it will reach the main sequence with twelve
times the sun s luminosity and so on note that the gravitation-
al contraction stage is much shorter for the more massive stars
than the less massive stars for example the sun requires
about fifty million years to pass through the contraction stage
whereas a star with twenty solar masses requires only 300000
years as indicated in figure 4

having reached a stage of equilibrium how long do the
stars remain on the main sequence and what type of stars do
they become after leaving the main sequence to answer this
question we must first identify the source of the star s energy
we have already pointed out that the internal temperatures of
main sequence stars are very high on the order of 15000000150000000
F to 30000000030000000 F indeed if we could peel off the outermost
layers of the sun and expose the earth directly to the intense
radiation of the inner part the earth would be vaporizedvaporizer within
a few minutes at such high temperatures the electrons are
stripped from the nuclei of the atoms and the nuclei move
about at very high velocities collisions between the particles
are very frequent most of the time they merely bounce off
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figure 4 evolutionary tracks on to dashed line and off solid lines the
main sequence the times given are the intervals of time required for
a protostarprotostar to contract to the main sequence and the time intervals a star
remains on the main sequence

each other but occasionally they will interact in a nuclear
reaction to form a heavier nucleus and release energy according
to the einstein equation E mcmeame2 where E is the energy re-
leased when a mass m is transformed into energy the symbol
c is the velocity of light

there must be an enormous amount of nuclear fuel to have
kept the sun shining at about its present rate for the last five
billion years the estimated age of the earth A study of the
possible nuclear processes shows that nuclear reactions in-
volving the most abundant element hydrogen can successfully
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account for the energy radiated by the sun and stars there are
two series of reactions which we shall not describe in detail
here that provide the energy at the central temperatures cal-
culated for main sequence stars both of these reactions have
the same final result the conversion of four hydrogen nuclei
into one helium nucleus about seven tenths of one percent of
the mass is converted to energy utilizing einstein s equation
it is easy to show that the sun must convert four and a half
million tons of matter into energy every second to maintain its
present brightness in the deep interior of the sun this would
require more than 500 million tons of hydrogen converted to
helium each second

THE EVOLUTION OF STARS

how long can the sun shine expending energy at its
present rate the sun has only so much hydrogen and when
it is used up the sun must change its structure starting with
the cosmic abundance of hydrogen it is easy to show that the
sun will exhaust twelve percent of its hydrogen supply in about
ten billion years the twelve percent value has been chosen be-
cause calculations with large computers show that a star begins
to evolve up and to the right of the main sequence when about
twelve percent of its mass of hydrogen is converted to helium
ten billion years is the time interval that the sun will remain
a mainmaln sequdequsequencence star since the sun is probably about five bil-
lion years old at the present time it is a middle aged star

now the mass luminosity relation that we have alluded to
previously indicates that the more massive a star is the brighter
it is which implies that it expends its fuel at a greater rate
As we have pointed out previously if the mass is doubled the
luminosity is not just doubled but increased by a factor of about
twelve the more massive stars are spendthriftsspendthrifty expending
their energy at prodigious rates so rapidly they cannot last
very long we may calculate the time a star spends on the
main sequence with the aid of the equation

mass luniolumoilifetimeflifetime x
1010100 uyears massou massemasso lum j

where lumlumo0 is the luminosity of the sun and lum is the
luminosity of the star for example a star of ten solar masses
radiating 10000 times as much energy as the sun would remain
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a main sequence star for only ten million years 017107010107 yrsars a
brief moment compared with the sun s age on the other hand
a main sequence red star with a mass of one half that of the
sun radiating energy at the rate of one one hundredth that of
the sun could remainremain on the main sequence for more than a tril-
lion years 10121012 yrsars practically indefinitely the solid curve
in figure 4 illustrates the evolutionary tracks of stars off the
main sequence and also gives the time spent as main sequence
stars for stars inin different regions of the HRH R diagram our
calculations indicate that the more massive stars burn their
fuel so rapidly they cannot last very long some of these bright
stars must have been formed more recently than the earth
perhaps some even as recently as the appearance of early man
by the same arguments there must have been stars that were
in the sky a billion years ago that exhausted their energy sup-
plies and simply faded away

it may appear surprising at first that when a star begins
to evolve away from the main sequence it moves to the right in
the HRH R diagram when about twelve percent of the hydrogen
fuel has been burned the helium content is built up in the
interior the core consequently contracts releasing energy that
forces the outer layers to swell and become cooler the energy
source is now shifted to an envelope around the core as illus-
trated in figure 5 the increase in the luminosity of the star
resulting from increased size more than compensates for the
decrease in luminosluminosaluminosityity caused by the drop in temperature so the
star moves up and to the right in the HRH R diagram this con-
tinues until the star becomes a red giant at this stage the
central temperatures may be high enough 200000000 F
to ignite helium as a new nuclear fuel in this newnew reaction
helium nuclei are converted to the nuclei of carbon and other
heavier elements the length of time that a star remains a red
giant is not well known but the observational evidence indi-
cates that it is short compared to the main sequence phase

what chance does the astronomer on the earth have of
catching a star going through some of the antics that we have
described it is practically impossible because star aging is

slow on the timescale of human life on a relative scale the
lifetime of a star like the sun is about 10losios greater than the

lifetime of a man
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figure 5 A star s expansion as the energy producing region is shifted from
the core to an envelope around the core

to illustrate our problem let us imagine that a visitor from
another planet has arrived here in provo to observe the birth
growth and death of human life to make his observing time
commensurate with the astronomer s we can allow him only
five seconds humans do not change in this time interval
and neither do the stars in the lifetime of an astronomer con-
sequently indirect methods are required to verify our theories
but we do not have to wait for the changes to occur if we can
identify by observations which are young stars which are old
stars and what the course of evolutionevolution may be in between

fortunately many stars are frequently found in large
groupings called clusters as illustrated in figure 6 these stars
mustmusthavemusthavehave all been formed at approximately the same time in
a space roughly the size occupied by the group at the present
time one of the important advantages in studying these clusters
is that all the stars are at the same distance so that differences
in apparent brightness correspond to differences in their true
luminosity now even a cursory examination of a cluster such
as that shown in figure 6 indicates that stars differ considerably
in brightness and consequently must differ in their masses
because of the mass luminosity relation A specific cluster
therefore affords us an opportunity to study the effects evolu-
tionary changes have on individual stars and moreover by
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figure 6 the galactic star cluster NGC 2682 in the constellation cancer

comparing one cluster with another we can anticipate finding
differences between them that may reveal the stellar aging
process

we have already pointed out that when a star depletes its
hydrogen supply by about twelve percent it moves to the right
in the HRH R diagram according to the equation on page 15

the more massive stars will evolve first because they consume
their hydrogen supply faster figure 7 shows how we would
anticipate individual stars to move away from the main
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figure 7 the predicted evolution of stars away from the main sequence note
how the more luminous stars change most rapidly and how the main
sequence becomes curved to the right with the elapse of time

sequence the brightest and more massive stars have evolved
considerably while the less massive stars on the main sequence
have not yet moved significantly from their positions on the
initial main sequence this turnoffturn off from the main sequence
is actually verified by studies of star clusters figure 8 shows

the HRH R diagrams of several clusters it is evident that the h
and x persel cluster has upper main sequence stars well repre-
sented as well as a number of supergiant red stars the pleiades

cluster on the other hand shows a turnoffturn off from the main
sequence and has no stars brighter than 1000 times the bright
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H R diagram of several star clusters
figure 8 the observed HRH R diagrams of five star clusters are shown note

how the turnoffturn off from the main sequence differs from one cluster to
another according to theoretical calculations h and x perei is the
youngest cluster and M 67 is the oldest

ness of the sun while the hyades cluster has no members
brighter than 100 times the brightness of the sun the M 67
cluster has the lowest turnoffturn off point lying just above the
sun note how the brighter stars of M 67 are red giants lying
just below the hyades red giants

it is clear that the h and x persel cluster is the youngest
and M 67 must be the oldest the two youngest clusters h and
x persel and the pleiades are still associated with bright and
dark interstellar clouds in an older cluster like the hyades
or NGC 752 the more massive and luminous stars have de-
pleted their hydrogen fuel and have evolved off the main
sequence through the red giant stage and faded out possibly
passing through the white dwarf stage the celestial grave-
yard the only stars now left are the less massive ones which
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expend their fuel less rapidly and consequently have longer
lives

it is of interest that the ages of the clusters can be deter-
mined from the turnoffturn off points in the HRH R diagram for
example the ages of stars in the h and x persel cluster are
between 5 and 10 million years in the pleiades cluster 100
million years in the hyades cluster I11 billion years and in the
M 67 cluster about 10 billion years

it is not entirely clear just what happens to the stars im-
mediately after the red giant stage but the observational evi-
dence indicates that they probably move from the right to the
left on a roughly horizontal track after all energy sources
have been exhausted the star must collapse and become a white
dwarf before a massive star can become a white dwarf the
kind all good stars become when they die it must eject vast
quantities of gas back into the interstellar medium because
white dwarfs cannot have masses exceeding one and two tenths
the solar mass

SUMMARY

in summary stars form from contracting gas and dust
clouds composed chiefly of hydrogen they contract in rela-
tively short astronomical time intervals the contraction is
arrested when they begin to convert hydrogen into helium as
main sequence stars the time spent as a main sequence star
depends upon the mass the more massive stars departing first
from the main sequence stars evolve to the right in the HRH R
diagram and become giant stars expanding and probably
ejecting matter back into space and then pass rapidly through
a number of other stages until they collapse and become white
dwarfs when all energy sources have been depleted the white
dwarfs graduallyoraaradually cool and probably end up as cold clinkers in
the heavens

the theory of stellar evolution indicates that the lifetime
of a star like the sun is almost staggering but we are at the
same time inescapably faced with the fact that such a star is
not a timeless structure all the available evidence we can
muster indicates that some time in the future perhaps five
billion years from now the sun will evolve rapidly to the
red giant stage the energy output will increase by 100 times
its present value the surface temperature of the earth will
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increase to such a high value that life on the earth will be
impossible after all its nuclear fuel has been used up the
sun will begin to collapse to become a white dwarf no larger
than the earth in size with further passage of aeonsafons of time
the sun will cool from a white dwarf to a dull red one and
finally will fade completely away

the theory of stellarstillar evolution outlined above meets all
the tests of a great scientific theory relative simplicity fruit-
ful in its predictions and explanations and intellectually satis-
fying it gives the astronomers a broad framework to view the
way we have come during the last fifty years of stellar research
and points the direction we must go in the future like many
scientific theories part will prove to be wrong but an appre-
ciable part is almost certainly correct only a future generation
of astronomers will be able to sift out the errors that are now
undetected

4

innocence
NAOMIRUTHNAOMI RUTH

the faint flutter of heart
believes the soul is
and would I1 inform the mystery

of its own understanding
or be the partaker

if only the pastime were sure
and replenished in marvel
for secrets are but the known
enrobedunrobed in innocence

naomi ruth peterson a former student at brigham young university now
lives in provo



the new morality research bases
for decision in today s world

HAROLD T christensen

I1 was once asked the somewhat startling question harold
are you a mormon or a sociologist my answer was a quick
and brief yes for though the sociologist as scientist looks
for answers to his questions through empirical observations and
objective analysis while the latter day saint leans heavily
upon faith and obedience to authority I1 do not believe these
two approaches to truth are mutually exclusive I1 am both
a mormon and a sociologist and I1 seek to harmonize these
two positions seeing them not as contradictions but as being
complementary and mutually reinforcing truth is truth
whether discovered by the scientist or revealed to the religion-
ist and total truth by whatever route it is understood cannot
be in conflict with itself in my humble opinion the unique
mission of brigham young university is to combine fact with
faith to team the intellectual with the spiritual without the
weakening of either indeed to the strengthening of both

but I1 have been invited to this platform to treat a specific
topic from the standpoint of analysis and research the topic
is a highly important though sensitive one sexual morality
since most of what I1 shall have to say will be objective and
analytical my own value position may not always be apparent
let me therefore make two things very clear in the beginning

1 1I personally believe in the principle of chastity this has
been my upbringing and it is my present value position 2

if I1 say as I1 shall that science can provide a basis for moral
decision I1 will only mean that it can help not that science
alone is sufficient

THE NEW MORALITY

the term morality is used commonly to designate conduct
that is considered good or right frequently conceived in

brigham young university forum address june 29 1967
dr christensen is professor of sociology at purdue university
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terms of absolutes but questions of ultimatesultimates and absolutes
lie outside the reach of science and the best the scientist can
do with them in fact all he can do as scientist is to main-
tain suspended judgment and apply objective analysis asser-
tion without evidence is the essence of dogmatism and the sci-
entist as well as the religionist can be dogmatic though to do
so puts him beyond his data dogmatism in either camp is an
unfortunate occurrence

there probably is less consensus over sex values today than
at any other time in history the simple folk cultures of the
past with their clear and homogeneous norms have given
ground to complex civilizations such as our own where change
and heterogeneity are the order of the day old norms are being
challenged and weakened without any real agreement as to
what the replacements shall be

opinions range all the way from regarding sex as basically
evil and at best tolerated for purposes of reproduction to
looking at it as essentially good and demanding of maximum
expression both in and out of marriage there are of course
more moderate positions in between these two extremes

the adeojudeofudeoudeo christian tradition american sex norms have
been rooted inin the christian movement which in turn had its
beginnings among the ancient hebrews the hebrews regarded
woman s sex functions as impure and coitus outside of mar-
riage as a grevious sin especially for the woman who when
she offended was sometimes even stoned to death with
christianity came a slight softening of the code but also the
addition of new elements it was saint paul who promulgated
the notion that celebacycelibacycelebacy is preferable to marriage though con-
ceding that if one cannot contain himself it is better to marry
than to burn 1 1 corinthians 779 the notion that sex is sin-
ful became particularly strong during the middle ages and it
was then that celibate religious orders had their greatest devel-
opment with the reformation these interpretations became
less harsh nevertheless the code that was transplanted to
america carried with it many restrictions sex was regarded
suspiciously as a prime source of evil at best to be tolerated
and only then within marriage and chiefly for purposes of re-

production
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within the judeofudeo christian tradition it has been enough
to say that god has spoken the source and the rationale
for the chastity norm it has promoted have been concepts of
divine will followers of this tradition have not felt compelled
to prove their position only to believe and obey

the so called new morality but the industrial revolu-
tion has ushered in an age of science and in the spirit of
the day people are questioning and looking for proofs even
in the area of sexual behavior furthermore since science sets
the tone or style for this modern era many people now do not
want to appear godly or to be labeled a moralist they prefer
to play it cool and to be thought of as being rational ob-
jectivejective and progressive for many it almost appears as if
the suspended judgment value of science is resulting in a
noninvolvementinvolvementnon stance inin regard to community affairs

there is of courcourseseaa larlargee number of factors which explain
the shift over the last half century or so toward more liberal
sex codes the demoralizing effects of modern war the newer
freedoms given to women and youth the invention of the
automobile the perfecting of contraception the barrage of
stimulation coming from the mass media etc certainly also
the recent supreme court decisions against censorship have had
an effect we simply list these developments without elabora-
tion and without judgment but with the realization that they
all interrelate and that they get their impetus from the secular
tone of this modern aoeaaeage

at any rate the lid is off today almost anything goes in

print in speech in entertainment in behavior pornography
at least all but the very hardest of the hard core is readily

available there are filthy speech movements and free sex

movements in different parts of the country there are topless

entertainers there are mate swapping clubs hour restrictions

for coeds and regulations against mixed sex visiting in dorma
tory rooms are being lifted on many college campuses dress
is more casual and more revealing dancing is less inhibited

petting is more public all in all it is as if a pendulum had
been released and swung far to the opposite side before
settling to a more moderate balance some of today s sex prac-
tices are extremes which are not shared by the majority and
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which may prove to be but temporary though of this last one
cannot be sure

for many the new morality is essentially a fun morality
they welcome the newer freedoms for the opportunities these
bring to engage in personal thrills or kicks sometimes the
behavior is thought through and well rationalized but often
it is defended simply on the basis that enjoying oneself is good

and that since sex is fun just about all sex is good they
remain oriented to temporary pleasures and in this lose sight
of the more lasting satisfactions which come from adherence
to eternal values

there are of course serious and responsible scholars who
take the liberal position typical of these was the late anthro-
pologistpo logist bronislaw malinowski he argued not for complete
sexual freedom to be sure but for limited and regulated coitus
outside of marriage nevertheless justified on two counts 1 1

providing through trial and error a safer method of selecting
a marriage partner and 2 serving as a safety valve actually
making marriage more stable by draining off some of the
cruder sexual impulses and separating these from the sentiment
of affection between the spouses malinowski whether one
judges his position as right or wrong certainly challenged the
notion of inherent rightness or wrongness of sex outside of
marriage and helped open the way for objective inquiry

at the level of popularization in the mass media playboy
magazine stands out it is a sophisticated but I1 think irre-
sponsible approach to sexual freedom and enjoyment the
11 playboy philosophy developed in a long series of articles
by the editor hugh hefner attacks conventional morality and
attempts to build a rationale for sex outside of marriage the
photographs play up the seminude female figure and these
together with the jokes and many of the articles drive hard on
the theme that sex is fun

absolute versus relative values what has been said up to
this point makes it amply clear that in the contemporary world
two opposing value systems are battling it out on the one
hand there is the traditional judeofudeo christian position of abso-
lute or ultimate values sex outside of marriage is wrong
period in this view nonmarital sex is intrinsically wrong be-
cause god has said so the justification transcends the reach
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of man there is no need for proof and no room for argument
on the other hand there is the relativistic or situational posi-
tion the rightness or wrongness of nonmarital sex depends
upon the conditions surrounding its occurrence in this view
morality depends not upon something intrinsic to the act nor
something imposed from the realm of the supernatural but
rather upon the overall effects of the behavior within a specific
setting and since effects can be expected to vary with the situ-
ation the moral dimensions of a givenoivenolven act will be different at
different times and places

to the traditionalist holding absolute values the new
morality is nothing more than the old immorality to the
modernist holding relative values it is the rigid insistence upon
chastity that is immoral both because he thinks that self denial
under certain circumstances may work against emotional health
and because he sees the arbitrariness of the position serving
to stulifystultify free inquiry in this age of science it is the modernist

relativist who seems frequently to have the better of the
argument simply because his approach is more in line with
the dominant themes of the day this is an observation not
a value judgment

but does one need to choose between the absolutistic and
relativistic positions isncisn t it possible that some values are
absolute and others relative or that a given act has both
absolutistic and relativistic components perhaps the christian
moralist should welcome the supporting hand of the scientist
for the scripture tells him by their fruits ye shall know
them matthew 720 and if this is so the scientist should
be able to throw new light on religious problems by definitively
measuring cause and effect sequences ie the fruits per-
haps also the scientist needs better to recognize his limita-
tions realizing that generalizations must not go beyond the
data and that his data are limited to observations through the
five senses when the scientist demonstrates the relativity of
certain effects he does not by this process prove that every-
thing is relative

the controversy over values and morality has resulted in
a greatreat deal of name calling from both sides the religionist
traditionalist has been prone to speak of those who possess
questioning minds as worldly or liberal or when the
thinking becomes completely irrational even as communcomman
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isis the scientist modernist on the other hand has been too
quick to label those who incline toward absolutistic values as

visionariesvision aries or moralistsmora lists or even as bigots now there
should be no objection to some of these terms so long as they
are interpreted correctly A liberal for example is correctly
described as one who has a broad and enlightened mind
and a moralist is only one who is genuinely concerned with
problems of right and wrong but in the opposing camps
both liberal and moralist have become dirty words mean-
ing in the first instance one who profanesprofanerpro fanes the sacred and
in the second instance one who begs the question or refuses
to face up to the evidence it is the unjust connotations and
emotional overtones sometimes attached to such labels that get
in the way it is just as unfair for advocates of the new moral-
ity to call those possessing a contrary opinion moralistic as
it is for religionists to stigmatize and reject the man who
thinks

MEASURING THE consequences
what can science add to the field of morals and if any-

thing at what points can it contribute can there be a socio-
logical basis for decision on proper behavior if by proper
is meant something that is intrinsically or eternally right the
answer to this last question is no but if the meaning is

simply that the behavior lines up with group norms and hence
escapes the consequences of negative group sanctions the
answer is vesyes though the sociologist cannot decide what is
best in an absolute sense he can determine what is most func-
tional to the systems involved and hence help decide what is
best in a relative sense

it should be evident then that the task of the scientist is

not actually to set up or affirm a moral system not in other
words to take a moral position even one based upon empirical
evidences but only to determine cause andeand eeffectffectfact relationships
which can aid the nonscientist including the scientist in his
nonscientist role as a citizen in choosing criteria for moral
decisions the scientist beingbein confined to empirical data can-
not touch questions of absolutistic morality nor can he while
in his professional role make choices among the alternatives
of relativistic normative morality but he can clarify the al-
ternativesternatives and thus contribute something to moral questions
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trends in premarital sexual behavior research into the
sexual behavior of young people reveals a great deal of varia-
tion from one person to the next and among the particular
groups studied females for example engage in premarital
sexual relations less than do males and conservative religious
groups such as our own hold to the chastity norm more closely
than do other subgroups of the culture especially the non-
religious but the overall trend in recent decades has been in
the direction of greater premarital experience As might be
expected an increasing acceptance of the new morality has
resulted in a larger and larger defiance of traditional morality
attitudinal changes have been accompanied by behavioral
changes in the same liberal direction particularly noticeable
have been two trends 1 1 toward a sexual permissiveness
with affection meaning that premarital relations are in-
creasinglycreasingly approved where accompanied by love andor the
promise of marriage and 2 toward a convergence of male
and female practices meaning that though the female still is

more conservative in behavior than is the male this difference
is less than formerly

for the united states as a whole it is estimated from the
research available that nearly one fifth of unmarried college
females and about one half of unmarried college males have
at one time or other experienced sexual relations that in the
general population approximately one half of the females and
three fourths of the males have full sexual experience at some
time before marriage and that in the neighborhood of one
sixth of all brides are pregnant at the time of the wedding my
own research has demonstrated that in mormon culture the
proportions for unconventional sexual behavior are significant-
ly lower than those just given

premarital sex as a factor in marital adjustmenta1justinent but if
our inquiry is to reveal anything about the nature of sexual
morality it must go farther than just picturing trends in atti-
tudes and practices the crucial question has to do with effects
or consequences if it can be shown that premarital relations
affect either positively or negatively something that is highly
valued this insight can then be used as a basis for moral
decision
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there have been a dozen or so serious studies which have
attempted to determine if premarital sexual experience in any
way affects the outcome of the marriage though the results
in some of these have been inconclusive the preponderant
finding has been that marriage is more successful where pre-
marital chastity has been maintained for example back in the
1920 s gilbert hamilton in one study and katherine davis in
another reported happier marriages where there had been no
premarital sexual intercourse A little later harvey locke com-
pared a group of happily married couples with divorced
couples and reported significantly higher premarital intercourse
rates for the latter ernest burgess and paul wallin in a care-
ful longitudinal study reported negative correlations between
premarital sexual experience on the one hand and both engage-
ment adjustment and marriage adjustment on the other my
own research on premarital pregnancy though admittedly
measuring only a fraction of the cases where there had been
intercourse has consistently revealed higher than average
divorce rates for this group

to repeat not every study has reported this relationship
between premarital chastity and marital success and several
have accompanied their findings with a note of caution regard-
ing interpretation yet the research evidence that we do have
has tended to pile up on the one side in support of the chastity
norm perhaps a major reason for the inconclusiveness of find-
ings up to this point is the failure of most research to take into
account the values people hold to consider how their behavior
lines up with their standards

A cross cultural testing of the relativism of effects to
throw additional light on this problem about ten years ago I1

designed and carried out a research project studying certain
aspects of premarital intimacy compared across three cultures
sexually permissive denmark moderately restrictive midwest-
ern united states and highly restrictive regarding sex norms
mormmormonon country in the intermountain region of western
united states samples were drawn from each of these cultures
and studied by means of two complementary methods 1 1

anonymous questionnaires administered to university studentstudents
for revealing both attitudes and practices as well as some of the
effects of premarital sexual intimacy and 2 record linkage
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whereby official marriage birth and divorce records for cross
sections of the populations were matched on a case by case
basis to provide information on child spacing and premarital
pregnancy and their outcomes in terms of divorce or non-
divorce

in denmark which is broadly typical of all of scandi-
navia sexual intercourse during the engagement is a tradition
that goes back three or four centuries at least and in recent
years the practice has spread to include the going steady re-
lationshiplationship now as earlier many danes tend to wait for preg-
nancy before going ahead with the wedding in the united
states including the midwesternmidwestem region which may be taken
as a fair cross section of the whole chastity is the code and
this prescription though frequently violated and though under-
going considerable liberalization in recent decades is still the
dominant norm backed heavily by a strong judeofudeo christian
tradition in mormon country which of course is part of the
united states but because of the latter day saint culture
which pervades it is unique in many respects chastity is a
highly institutionalized norm supported by strong positive and
negative sanctions with orthodox mormonscormonsMormons breaking the law
of chastity is among the most serious of sins

now what were the results of our statistical comparisons
in the first place we found as expected that denmark showed
up as being the most permissive on just about every measure
used both attitudinal and behavioral our subjects there for
example approved earlier starting times in relation to mar-
riage of every level of intimacy gave greater approval of pre-
marital sexual intercourse engaged in premarital intercourse
in larger numbers and became premaritally pregnant in larger
number than subjects in either of the american samples
especially mormon country differences in the attitudes and
practices of denmark compared with the united states were
consistent and large and in virtually every instance the mor-
mon sample showed up as the most conservative or restrictive
of the three this seems to be clear evidence that cultural
norms affect personal attitudes and that attitudes in turn
have a controlling influence over behavior

but what about the effects of the behavior in relation to
the respective cultural norms are the measurable consequences
of premarital sexual behavior the same everywhere or are they
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relative to the culture we had hypothesized the latter with
the expectation that negative consequences would be greatest
where norms are strictest simply because it is there that the
unconventional behavior has greatest disapproval this is
exactly what was found though the research was exploratory
and we make no claim of measuring all relevant consequences
the following were studied and found to have greatest negative
effect in mormon country

1 premarital intercourse in violation of personal stan-
dards when percent approving was compared with
percent experiencing this level of intimacy mormon
country showed the greatest overshadowing of the for-
mer by the latter

2 negative feelings subsequent to premarital intercourse
of those who had engaged inin premarital intercourse the
largest percentages feeling guilt remorse fear and the
like following the first experience were found in mor-
mon country

3 concealing the act by hurrying the marriage there was
evidence that danish couples felt little pressure to step
up the wedding even when premaritally pregnant that
midwestern couples in contrast tended to marry right
after the discovery of pregnancy and that couples from
mormon country may have hurried the wedding once
intercourse had taken place without waiting for preg-
nancy to force them into it

4 divorce as a consequence of premarital pregnancy
though each of the three cultures showed higher
divorce percentages for the premaritally pregnant than
the postmaritallypostmaritally pregnant this difference in divorce
rate was very slight in denmark but very large and the
greatest of the three in mormon country

interpretations AND conclusions
now if more of the latter day saints who offend sexually

in comparison with offenders in other cultures do so in viola-
tion of their own standards and feel greater negative emotion
following the experience and unwisely or hurriedly marry in
an attempt to escape the consequences and if premarital preg
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nancy increases the chances of a subsequent divorce more
among the latter day saints than with others all of which
are strongly suggested by this cross cultural research maybe
we have found something here that can be useful in moral
decision

I1 well remember one of our general authorities many
years ago telling the young people assembled in a stake con-
ference at rexburgredburgRexburg idaho others might be able to do these
things he had been speaking of various personal indiscre
tionseions and get away with it but you can t because you know
better he was telling us in other words that the consequences
of acts depend to a considerable extent upon the standards
people hold

to recognize the relativity of certain consequences of pre-
marital sexual behavior is not to deny god neither is it to
claim that this is the whole story that everything is measurable
by the instruments of science on the contrary it is through
divine sources that man has been admonished where more
is given more is required which is a relative statement and
it is a belief of mormonism that to use one s intelligence is

to become more godlike
As latter day saints we can take some pride in the fact

that both premarital coitus and premarital pregnancy are lower
amonoamonaamong us than in the country or the world at large this is

one measure of the relative effectiveness of our standards and
teachings but it must at the same time be recognized that
our more restrictive standards while controlling behavior up to
a point nevertheless result in greagreaterter thanthan average negative
effects upon those who violate these standards you can t
because you know better

two additional problems related to the sexual norms of
our own particular religious culture might be briefly mentioned
before closing first of the three cultures studied this one
showed the highest percentage of respondents engaging in
terminal petting which suggests that its very strict prescription
against premarital coitus may be resulting in an excess of pre
coital activity carried out for its own sake at least there seems
to be a tendency here more than in the other cultures and espe-
cially the danish to draw the line separating moral and im-
moral sexual behavior just short of chastity the second item
to be mentioned though not part of the research previously
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cited is that age at marriage shows up disproportionately low
in mormon country as a matter of fact in recent years utah
has been among the highest of the reporting states in percent-
age of teenageteen age marriages explanations for this cultural dif-
ference probably lie in the severity of the religious sanctions in
support of the chastity norm plus heavy romantic sexual stimu-
lants in the general culture reinforced by church teaching on
the importance and sacredness of marriage and church pro-
grams bringing young people together at early ages and some-
what continuously plus the petting pattern just noted all of
which leave boys and girls charged emotionally andor stimu-
lated sexually yet without socially approved modes of release
except marriage so they marry young to escape the pressures

to successfully meet such problems ways need to be ex-
plored either to remove some of the incentive toward pre-
marital sexual expression found in the general culture or to
ease some of the guilt and other destructive consequences by
better sex education and better gospel teaching including
perspective on the principle of repentance or to build better
understanding and powers of self control within the individual
perhaps there is room for improvement along all three of these
lines

but in the final analysis it is the individual using his free
agency who decides his course of action chastity or the lack
of it is more than anything else a matter of personal decision
it is of crucial importance therefore that all of us be given
all of the help necessary for mature and responsible decision
making part of this help is of the kind provided by a great
university such as brigham young university it includes
honest research and open discussion free agency works best
within an atmosphere of inquiry and enlightenment those de-
cisions are most sound which are informed decisions the
glory of god Is intelligence

we are taking the position that though the social scientist
as scientist will not moralize he can through his research
help bring about a better understanding of the consequences
of specific personal acts and hence contribute something to
moral behavior there are research bases some now dis-
covered and others yet to be investigated which can make
moral decision less difficult in today s complex world and by
acting upon what has been discovered living according to the
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light we have been given it may well be possible to turn the
so called new morality into a morality of more satisfying
consequences men are that they might have joy not just
fun or passing pleasure but joy you can t because you know
better

but is knowing the consequences of an act sufficient for
the self control that is needed evidence that knowing alone
is not enough comes from what has happened in tobacco con-
sumption during recent years despite the surgeon general s

report giving detailed and convincing evidence of the harm-
ful effects of smoking the dip in the trend line proved slight
and temporary large numbers of americans go right on
smoking even knowing the risks they are taking this same
tendency may apply to premarital sex knowledge alone may
not be enough still on the other side of the coin there is
evidence that the causal nature of human behavior can be
taught in the schools even at the very young ages and that
objective thinking produces desirable results A social scientist
by the name of muuss reported that where this method objec-
tive teaching based upon research discovery supersedes the
traditional judgmentaljudgmental approach the child is less punitive
less anxious more tolerant more democratic more respon-
sible more secure has fewer conflicts and has better school
adjustment 1

perhaps the thing that is needed most in meeting the prob-
lem of a new morality is the teaming of facts and faith of in-
formation and inspiration of science and religion science to
provide the evidence religion to provide the meaning and the
motivation

ar1rR E muuss mental health implications of a preventive psychiatry
program in the light of research findings marriage and family living XXII
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fisherman
HARRISON DAVIS

oozing sand
squishing through beach hardened toes

and the salted mellow air
beating time
like waves

against the bronzed skin

muscles coiled
then released

and a mass of linked greyedgrayed strands
rippled through the air

fell on the crest
and settled gently over a single silver scaled fish

then washed home

small profit
but the breeze cleansed the body

and the day was fair

mr daisdavisnavis isis instructor of english at brigham young university
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eternal progression and the
foreknowledge of god

JAMES R HARRIS

introduction
emphatic statements have been made by church authorities

regarding the nature of eternal progression for example
joseph fielding smith and bruce R mcconkie have stated
it should be realized that god is not progressing inin knowl-

edge truth virtue wisdom or any of the attributes of godli-
ness he has already gained these inin their fulnessfalnessful ness 1

other statements have been made by other church leaders
that appear to confirm and also to conflict with the statement
quoted above both conflicting and confirming statements
have often come from the same persons A few examples are
quoted in parallel columnsbelowcolumns below statements in the lefthandleft hand
column represent god as progressing in knowledge and glory
statements in the righthandright hand column indicate that god
possesses all knowledge

god Is progressing inin knowl god knows all things
edge

my father worked out his without the knowledge of
kingdom with fear and trembfremb all things god would not be
lingih HT and I1 must do the same able to save any portion of his
and when I1 get my kingdom I1 creatures for it is by reason of
shall present it to my father so the knoicledgeknoivledge which he has of
that he may obtain kingdom all things from the beginning
upon kingdom and it will exalt to the end that enables him to
him in glory he will then take give understanding to his crea
a higher exaltation and I1 will tures by which they are made
raketaketaierafe his place and thereby be partakerspartakers of eternal life and
come exalted myself if it were not for the idea exist

joseph smith jr 2 ing in the minds of men that

dr harris is assistant professor of undergraduate studies in religious instruc-
tion at Brgbrighamhain young universityUnhersity

bruce R mcconkie mormon doctrine salt lake city bookcraft inc
1958 p 222121

joseph smith jr documentary history of the church of jesus christ
of larlerlatterlallerlarrer raydayruy saints salt lake city deseret news press 1902 VI 306

hereafter DHC
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god had all knowledge it would
be impossible for them to exer-
cise faith in him

joseph smith jr 3

and they who keep their for whom he did foreknow
second estate shall have glory he also did predestinate to be
added upon their heads for ever conformed to the image of his
and ever 4 son he god knew millions

all organized existence isis of years before this world was
in progress to an endless ad-
vancement

framed that pharoah would be a
vancement in eternal perfections wicked man he saw he un-

derstoodthere is no period in all the derstood his work was before
eternities where organized exis-
tence

him he could see it from the
will become stationary beginning to the end

that it cannot advance inin knowl-
edge

brigham youngg
wisdom power and glory

brigham young5younga

there is progress for our why did the lord ask
father and for our lord jesus such things of abraham be-

causethere isis no such thing as stand-
ing

knowing what his future
still in the eternal work of would be and that he would be

our god it is endless progress the father of an innumerable
Progressprogressingilig from one degree of posterity he was determined to
knowledge to another degree test him god did not do this

george Q cannon7cannone for his own sake for he knew
by his foreknowledge what
abraham would do but his pur-
pose was to impress upon abra-
ham a lesson and to enable him
to attain unto knowledge that
he could not attain any other
way that is why god tries all
of us it is not for his own
knowledge for he knows all
things heforehandbeforehand he knows
all your lives and everything
you willtulli do

george Q cannoncannons

N B lundwall ed lectures on faith salt lake city N B lund-
wall p 43

abraham 326
journal of discourses liverpool G D watt 1854 1349
abidibidvbid 7290
the millennial star liverpool 1899 LXI 117

t conference report VIIvil 290 salt lake city the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints 1899 april 9
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and is it too bold a by omniscience is meant
thought that with this progress all knowing known unto god
even for the mightiest new are all his works tromfrom the be-

ginningthoughts new vistas inaymay ap-
pear

of the world said the
inviting to new adventures holy spirit inspired council of

and enterprises that will yield the apostles and elders of the
new experiences advancement early christian church re-

memberand enlargement even for the the former things of
most high old I1 am god and there isis

brigham H roberts9roberts0Robertsrobertsa09 none like me declaring the end
fromrom the beginning and from
ancient times the things that are
not yet done saying my counsel
shall stand and I1 will do all my
pleasure A sparrow falls not
to the ground without the
father s notice

I1 think not that god is
more intelligent than any other
one of the intelligences but
more intelligent than all of them
together

brigham H roberts10roberts10

the prophet joseph smith defined the glory of god as
intelligence or light and truth 11 light seems to be divine

direction in the application of truth which application leads
one to salvation truth he said was a knowledge of things
as they are as they were and as they are to comecorne 11212 there-
fore those who keep their second estate including god
and consequently have glory added upon their heads for ever
and ever shall actually increase in the knowledge of things
as they are as they were and as they are to come our lord
is god and his is the great success story of one who kept his
second estate our lord is growing and will continue to grow
in knowledge yet it is also clear that the prophet understood
that christ our lord is possessor of all knowledge and that he
knows all things from the beginning to the end

it is obvious from an examination of the above quotes by
presidents brigham younobounoyoung george Q cannon and brigham
H roberts that these brethren recognized that a god could

ibid p 68
brigham H Rolroirobertserts the doctrine of diety seventies course inin theo-

logy salt lake city the caxton press 1910 ppap 697069 70
doctrine and covenants 9336

12ibid 9324
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somehow grow in knowledge and at the same time experience
no deficiency in his knowledge being in fact a possessor of
all knowledge

there is a tendency for some students of the prophets to
build their theological understanding from all statements that
might fit into either one or the other of the columns and to
ignore the other list this is probably done because the state-
ments in one column seem to be incompatible with the state-
ments in the other column and still others out of frustration
or perhaps a false sense of gospel scholarship may pit one
prophet against another or a prophet against himself

standing in the shadow of so much confusion it would be
refreshing to have someone explain the compatibility of state-
ments such as those cited above it is intended that this article
will illustrate and explain at least to this writer s mind the
capacity of god to know all things and at the same time
to progress eternally in light and truth

THE NATURE OF GODS foreknowledge
statements about the foreknowledge of god are character-

istically associated with references to the beginning and the
end ie that the scope of god s knowledge spans all of
man s experience premortal mortal postmortalpost mortal and im-
mortal and that man s end ie his final condition as an
individual was known by god from the beginning

the beginning may represent that period of man s eternal
existence when as a primal intelligence or entity capable of
acting and being acted upon he used his agency to enter
godsgods program of progression or the beginning may refer
to that great planning session when all things were organized
and prepared to launch the program of redemption and salva-
tion under our lord jesus the christ the phrase certainly
identifies some time during man s premortal association with
god see chart item 11.

thete end is reached when man has passed through all
stages of preparatory existence and has arrived or become
what he was determined to become be it a telestial terrestrial
or celestial being or a son of perdition see chart items 22.

the scope of god s foreknowledge would at the least
encompass that period of man s existence cradled between the
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eternal progression and foreknowledge
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beginning and the end scriptural testimony of this attribute
of diety is abundant characteristic of such scriptures are the
following

but the lord knoweth all things from the beginning
wherefore he preparethprepareth a way to accomplish all his works
among the children of men for behold he hath all power
unto the fulfilling of all his words and thus it is amen 13

italics added
and I1 do this for a wise purpose for thus it whisperethwhispereth

me according to the workings of the spirit of the lord
which isis in me and now I1 do not know all things but the
lord knoweth all things which are to come wherefore he
workethwormeth inin me to do according to his will 1114 italics added

it is apparent from the statements quoted aboveabove15 that the
latter day prophets were and are no less vigorous than the
ancient prophets were in declaring the foreknowledge of god
in addition to the words of the great spiritual leaders already
cited on this subject the reader may be led to further convic-
tion and confirmation by recalling these lines from the familiar
text of jesus the christ by elder james E talmage he wrote

our heavenly father has a full knowledge of the nature
and disposition of each of his children by reason of
that surpassing knowledge god reads the future of child
and children of men individually and of men collectively
as communities and nations he knows what each will do
under given conditions and sees the end from the begin
ningininggginggningi

elder talmage appealed to the reason and experience of
man to make this doctrine of the foreknowledge of god
more understandable to the saints he reasoned that god ob-
tained his knowledge by a long observation of his children
through premortal ages or eonsbons however while such observa-
tions may have been a source of god s foreknowledge it may
not have been the only source or even the most significant
source the instructions given by the prophet joseph smith

D & C 130 indicate another means by which god christ
and all who dwell upon their celestial globe may observe all
things pertaining to an inferior kingdom where things past

i1 nephi 96
words of Nimormonniformonformon 7 see also 1 nephi 1422 2 nephi 710 alma

133 372 14 18 4623244623 24 ether 32527325 27 doctrine and covenants 9328
infra ppap 121 2

james E talmage lesusjesuslesuilefus the christ salt lake city deseret book com-
pany 1945 p 29
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present and future are continually before the lord the
scripture explains

the angels do not reside on a planet like this earth
but they reside inin the presence of god on a globe like

a sea of glass and fire where all things for their glory are
manifest past present and future and are continually be-
fore the lord

the place where god resides is a great urimarim and thum
mim

this earth in its sanctified and immortal state will be
made like unto crystal and will be a urimarim and thummimthummirnThummirn to
the inhabitants who dwell thereon whereby all things per-
taining to an inferior kingdom or all kingodms of a lower
order will be manifest to those who dwell on it and this
earth will be christs 17 see chart item 33.

the third lecture on faith given by the prophet in the
school of the prophets is in the main concerned with the char-
acter of diety it is made clear than a correct idea of the
character of diety is imperative if one is to exercise faith of a
quality that will enable him to lay hold upon life and salva-
tion 18 specific qualities of the divine character are enumerated
in the chapter as follows 1 1 power to fulfill all his promises

2 mercy grace and goodness 3 unchangeableness in his
character 4 truth as integrity in his relationship with man

5 and lastly love it should be observed that it is the idea of
unchangeableness in the abovementionedabove mentioned qualities of his
character that is indispensable to faith there is no insistence
that our god cannot grow in knowledge however there is in
lecture four an insistence that god has knowledge of all things
from beginning to end it is possible for god to grow in
knowledge and at the same time have a knowledge of all
things from the beginning to the end

THE NATURE OF ETERNAL progression
eternal progression like eternal punishment and eternal

life may represent a quality of experience and not exclusively
a duration of experience eternal progression would be god s

kind of progression an experience exclusively for those who
possess the character of a god and therefore enjoy the powers
of a god participation in this kind of experience is possible

doctrine and covenants 1306913069
lundwall op citat p 33
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for man only in an elementary and relatively imperfect
sense there are elements of corruption in the nature of man
that seem to render him incapable of maintaining a continuous
and perfect union with the mind of god the methods by
which men strain to attain new truth are an evidence of man s

very limited mental and spiritual powers whether men learn
by trial and error or by the best planned experimental pro-
gram their path to knowledge is long and tedious this
natural deficiency in human nature can be modified as the
regenerating and sanctifyingsanctify ing powers of the gospel renew the
human system so that men may in an imperfect way have

the mind of christ 19 through the holy spirit
in contrast with the relatively weak union described above

the mind of our god is in constant and perfect union with all
that is divine throughout the immensity of space

the nature of eternal progression cannot be understood
outside of this divine union the union of a divine society rests
upon celestial law and two foremost principles in that body of
law are consecration and stewardship see chart items 44.

the earthly system of zion is a reflection or type of the
heavenly society of gods As men faithfully consecrate all
they possess to god under zion s law they become heirs to all
that god possesses however man must demonstrate that he
possesses the character of a god before he can have access to
the grand heavenly storehouse of divine powers and gifts
As the faithful steward in zion may have access to the earthly
wealth of the earthly storehouse his faithfulness will also give
him access to heavenly treasures however while he is clothed
in the imperfection of mortality his access to heavenly treasures
must be limited

our lord jesus the christ has the character of a god and
under the law of consecration he is possessor of all things all
that the gods possess in wisdom knowledge and power are
his through a union of property among all exalted fathers

see chart item 55. the announcement that christ received
the full powers and prerogatives of the elohim gods or
exalted fathers is found in the following verses of scripture

and 1I john bear record that he received a fulnessfalness of
the glory of the father
1I corinthians 216
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and he received all power both in heaven and on earth
and the glory of the father was with him for he dwelt in
him 20

thus through the indwelling divine spirit christ enjoys
a perfect union with the eternal father of our spirits this
union is so perfect that the father is described as dwelling

in him the eternal father of our spirits also enjoys a per-
fect union with all divine beings throughout the immensity of
space this union is so perfect that the father correctly bears
the title elohim meaning gods for he represents all gods as
if they dwelt in him this communion of the gods with
which our god jesus the christ is in perfect union consti-
tutes a storehouse of knowledge and power from which as
a faithful steward of the gods christ may and does constantly
and instantly draw

our lordlora therefore is at this instant possessor of all
knowledge and power ie he is joint owner with all the
gods even as all of us may become joint heirs with christ
without detracting from his power and possessions 21 the
experience of our lord through the ages as he moves to ever
higher degrees of exaltation see chart item 6 will call forth
a constant flow of knowledge and power from the grand
union of divine minds and while he is thus progressing inin
knowledge there is never a practical deficiency in his knowl-
edge because his perfect union with all other divine beings
enables him to recall as from his own mind and experience
all the experiences and all the knowledge of all the gods it
is from this plane of experience that the quotations of the
prophets supra ppap 373937 39 in the righthandright hand column are
understood to be consistent with statements in the lefthandleft hand
column

the church is an heir to a fine statement on the nature
of the divine union described above it is found in the master-
ful theological studies of elder brigham H roberts

it isis possible for the mind of god to be in man to will
and to do as seemethseebeth god good the nature of the whole
clingsdings to the parts and they may carry with them the light
and truth and glory of the whole moreover by appointment
any one or three of the union intelligences may become

doctrine and covenants 9316179316 17
lundwall21undwall op atcitcir p 49
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the embodiment and representative of all the power and
glory and authority of the sum total of the divine intelli-
gences inin which capacity either the one or the three would
no longer stand only in their individual characters as gods
but they would stand also as the sign and symbol of all that
is divine and would act and be to all intents and purposes
the one god and so in every inhabited world and inin every
system of worlds a god presides diety in his own right and
person and by virtue of the essence of him and also by
virtue of his being the sign and symbol of the collectivity
of the divine intelligences of the universeuniverse having access to
all the councils of the gods each individual diety becomes
a partaker of the collective knowledge wisdom honor
power majesty and glory of the body divine in a word the
embodiment of the spirit of the gods whose influence
permeates the universe 22

IN conclusion
for the man who would possess that quality of faith that

will enable him to become an heir to life in the celestial
kingdom only one attitude toward god will suffice and that
is to regard god as an all powerful all knowing being there
is no sense or situation in which god is in any way deficient
in knowledge or power and as one who enjoys a perfect union
with all exalted fathers he isis the legal possessor of all knowl-
edge and power

for god there is no floundering no experimentation no
misapplication of truth for all things past present and future
are present with him at his will to recall from the grand
union of divine minds oras from his own mind

As man may in an imperfect way have the mind of
christ so also does christ have inin perfection the mind of
the elohim gods his words are their words his thoughts
are their thoughts he represents deity in his own right and
he represents the composite glory power knowledge and
dominion of all that is deity anywhere in the immensity of
space

but although our god possesses all knowledge he lives
inin the constant flow of divine power thought and experience
which constitutes eternal progression eternal progression is
god s kind of progression to be enjoyed only by those who
become gods

22 roberts op cit p 198
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A NOTE ON SAWING WOOD

by

DALE T FLETCHER

the little ink sketch sawing wood by mahonri young dis-
plays the animation the movement the vibration of life which
alice merrill homehorne the art patron described in writing about young s

work
famous as a sculptor painter printmaker and teacher mahonri

young 187719571877 1957 felt drawing to be the crux of art he carried
pencil and pad or copper plate and etching needle wherever he went
making thousands of drawings it was his way of life A reviewer for
art news described him as one of the most gifted and diversely
practiced draftsmen in the united states behind his drawings there
is a sharp eye for the life in a subject an indefatigable hand and a
vital knowleknowledgecige of what to do and how to do it such a prodigious
record of one artist s imaginationimaginationimayination0 and observation probably does not
exist elsewhere in the annals of american art

in 1959 brigham young university purchased the major part of
a collection of paintings sculpture drawings prints and books from
the mahonri young estate the remainder of the collection was then
donated to the university

B F larsen who helped complete the arrangements wrote the
purchase of the mahonri young collection is much more than the
buying of a few printingspaintingsprin tings and pieces of sculpture we have brought
an important man a sensitive artist here not to bury him with pomp
and ceremony but to abide with us and speak to us through his live
creations







what guns bombs and lives
have not purchased

the frustration of vietnam
RAY COLE HILLAM

the war in vietnam is not war as we have known it in the
past we americans like to have our wars simple and we
think they should be for one purpose victory but the war in
vietnam defies this description

there are many different views of the war some claim it
is a civil war in which the united states and other powers are
meddling others argue that it is a war of aggression from the
north and upon request the united states is supporting the
object of that aggression the saigon government still others
see it as an expanding china which the united states and its
allies are obligated to resist there is some merit in all three
of these claims for instance not every viet cong is a com-
munist many are nationalists who have joined for reasons other
than communism this has contributedcontributed to the notion that the
war in south vietnam is an internal or civil war however
the viet cong if successful will create a communist state
either separate from or unified with north vietnam likewise
hanoi s involvement in south vietnam including the recent
infiltration of conventional forces has become obvious to most
observers in fact now that the war has taken on certain con-
ventionalvent ional qualities hanoi has openly admitted its involvement
nor can it be doubted that there are certain international com-
plications involving moscow peking and washington though
they are not in direct conflict thus the war inin vietnam has
its local and international dimensions it is a war fought at
many levels

this article is based on the observations of professor hillam while he was
in vietnam as a fulbright hays professor from september 1966 to july
1967 it isis a discussion of the nature of the war as he saw it and the
kind of challenge which confronts the newly elected south vietnamese
government and its allies
dr hillam is associate professor of political sciencescience at brigham young uni-
versityversity
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it is also a war with four quite distinct parts some stress
the conventional qualities of the war and the need to first
resist overt aggression the department of defense statement
that the covert nature of the aggression in vietnam which
characterized the earlier years of the struggle has now all
but disappeared implies that the war is now conventional
others emphasize its political qualities the need to shore up the
saigon government and broaden its base of support and to
make a decision about negotiating with hanoi with or without
the participation of the national liberation front still others
stress the importance of achieving economic stability and pros-
perity in order to combat inflation and famine commonly
referred to as the other war more significant say some is
the war against clandestine aggression the organizational
war against the enemy infrastructure

the objectives and strategy of the enemy

the objectives of the enemy in vietnam give greater under-
standing to the nature of this different kind of multifacetedmulti faceted
war and reveal that it has a dimension in depth that tradi-
tional wars whatever their scale lack the enemy intends not
only to seize power or to exchange one government system for
another but to restructure the entire south vietnamese society
including the destruction of the prevailing myths that bind
this society together in this sense the objective is total to
achieve this objective the enemy has resortdresorts to a war of
persuasion manipulation and compulsion as well as violence
thus the war takes on political economic social and psycho-
logical as well as military significance

the strategy of the enemy in south vietnam is based part-
ly on a mixture of aphorismsofaphorisms accumulated over the years from
the writings of chinese and vietnamese revolutionaries and
partly on pragmatic assumptions of how best to come to power
in south vietnam recently captured enemy diaries and note-
books clearly indicate the emphasis the enemy places on the
writings of mao tse tung and vo nguyen giap the north
vietnamese theoretician the continual reference to the mili-
tary maxims and political aphorisms of these two prominent
revolutionaries suggests the importance the enemy places on
the ideology of guerrilla communism as a directing and mo-
tivatingtivating factor
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in discussing the strategy of the enemy it is important to
refer to the earlier strategies of mao and giap mao in his
1938 lectures on protracted war speaks of a three phased
protracted strategy the defensive stalemate and offensive
phases giap while he generally accepts mao s three phased
strategy in his book entitled peoples war peoples army adds
two preliminary phases which provide first for the psycho-
logical milieu for the insurgency and second for the organiza-
tional base for launching the protracted war the next three
phases which tend to be operational rather than preparatory
are similar to mao s description of the three phased protracted
war

in an effort to simplify the description of the enemy s

strategy both as it is based on the mao giap formula and the
present environment perhaps it is best to speak in terms of
four phases the organizational the nonviolent the violent and
the legitimization phases

in the organizational phase the professional revolutionary
and functional cadre develop a network of clandestine organi-
zations and lay the foundation for a comprehensive infra-
structure it is also during this incipient phase that a strategy
is developed for launching organized resistance against the
constituted authorities

in the next phase which isis the initial operational phase
and is best characterized by the emphasis placed on nonviolent
activities the cadre is actively engaged in political agitation
and indoctrination he organizes and directs study groups
fronts and other overt organizations designed to enlist popular
support for his clandestine movement this organizational base
both overt and covert continues to broaden during this phase
and subsequent phases of the protracted strategy

the third phase is characterized by violence there are
assassinations kidnappingskidnappings and guerrillaberrillauerrilla attacks on outposts
police patrols or convoys initially the enemy employs de-
fensive tactics of hit run and hide the government is in hot
pursuit but eventually becomes overextended yet tries to hold
on throughout this phase the enemy is building and con-
solidatingsolidating his position continued emphasis is placed on clan-
destine activity and organizational work political agitation and
indoctrination as well as acts of terror continue
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the final phase is one primarily of force rather than issues
the guerrilla units become mobile conventional military units
which initiate frontal assaults and attack fortified positions
the war becomes conventional and much of the ideological
emphasis is replaced by the long hoped for military victory
it is during this phase that the movement hopes to achieve
legitimacy and general acceptance locallylocallv and abroad

in the enemy s protracted strategy the transition from one
phase to the other is not precise and can be reversed and one
phase isis not necessarily a prerequisite for another the chart
below illustrates the fluid nature of the enemy s phased strategy
of protracted war note that each stage while evolving into
an advanced stage continues its existence up to the end of the
conflict

FOUR PHASED protracted WAR

ph- i phase 2 ph aa3a ph A

2

CURRENT SITUAT ON
IN VIETNAM

the war in vietnam is presently in the third and fourth
phases in fact there are expressions of all four phases in
different areas of south vietnam in the mekong delta except
for an giang province the enemy is in phase three in the
northern provinces of south vietnam he is in phase four in
an giang and tuyen dueduc provinces he has never extended
much beyond the second phase in late 1964 the enemy was
passing into the fourth phase but because of the direct and
escalated commitment of united states troops the enemy has
had to revert back to earlier phases in some areas
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the present situation
certain military economic and political gains have been

made since the spring of 1965 there have been military suc-
cesses against viet cong battalion size forces in such areas as
the iron triangle and against north vietnamese units in the
central highlands if current estimates are to be accepted the
enemy is gradually declining in strength these estimates indi-
cate that while he has been recently losing around 15000 men
per month infiltration from the north has declined to about
7000 per month and recruitment in the south has declined to
approximately 5000 per month thus the allied military in-
volvementvolvement has put substantial pressure on the enemy and has
made it more difficult for him to pursue his strategy

there isis some evidence of an improved economic situation
the runaway inflation of a year ago has been curbed and some
of the developmental programs have achieved a measure of
success in such areas as education public works and agricul-
ture these hopefully will improve the productivity and the
livinglivina standard of the average vietnamese

there is also some evidence of political progress it is esti-
mated that the number of people under government control
has increased by six percent during the past year nearly 450
hamlets were alleailealieallegedly9edly brought under the control of the saigon
government inin 1966 and the current pacification program

revolutionary development seeks to extend government
control over an additional 1100 hamlets containing a popula-
tion of 1.313131315 million during 1967 just a year ago the thieu ky
regime was barely able to survive buddhist riots yet since that
time a constituent assembly has drafted a constitution which
was promulgated recently and free elections have been held
despite extreme viet cong terror and opposition

however there are also factors which counterbalance these
gains although some estimates indicate that the enemy may
now be beginning to decline in manpower other estimates show
that over the past two years he has been able to increase by
nearly 65000 men nearly 220000 of the enemy have been
killed yet the allies are confronted with the largest enemy force
they have ever faced 297000 men furthermore the enemy
has progressedc

from fighting with captured rifles and limited
supplies to using automatic weapons heavy mortars artillery
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and rockets which have been brought into the south all these
improvements in the enemy position have been made despite
intensified pacification efforts and extensive military pressure
more than a million troops have been able to secure only a
fraction of a country slightly larger than utah

the cost of the war has been high indeed currently the
united states is pouring more than two billion dollars a month
into the war effort and is losing nearly twice the number of
men per week compared with a year ago the number of US
dead now exceeds 13000 the costs to south vietnam have
also been staggering in addition to the destruction from the
war the south vietnamese armed forces have lost more than
50000 men since 1961 the united states has committed more
than half a million men to vietnam and the south vietnamese
government expects to increase its 650000 man army by an
additional 100000 yet the enemy has been able to effectively
respond to past increases and presumably is capable of meeting
new ones

despite signs of economic and political progress in south
vietnam this progress could be abruptly reversed without
united states support almost certainly the newly elected gov-
ernment would rapidly collapse

in view of these conditions the present situation is one of
stalemate stalemate is an unacceptable term among officials
in washington and the higher echelons in vietnam but it is

commonly used by americans serving in vietnam to describe
the current situation

why is it that the enemy can successfully stalemate the
superior military power of the allies what is it that would
lead a senior american general to say 1I have destroyed the
X division three times I1 have chased main force units all over
the country and the impact was zilch

the infrastructure
the strength of the enemy position in south vietnam lies

in his organization the infrastructure the term infrastructure
is appropriate since it implies an arrangement of constituent
parts beneath the surface indeed the infrastructure is a sophis-
ticated network of parallel horizontal and vertical inter-
mediate structures designed to enmesh populations and retain
commitments it is this complex organization which has been
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used to mobilize and manipulate the rural population and to
prevent the saigon government from governing

the question may be properly raised as to how the infra-
structure was able to gain this stronghold the roots are in its
predecessor the viet minh movement through which ho chi
minh obtained power in the north the viet minh was a
nationalistic movement of vietnamese against the french co

lonialistslonialists ho through political and organizational genius was
able to seize control of the movement so that it became a com-
munist front organization not long after the geneva agree-
ments of 1954 the enemy began to strengthen and extend the
clandestine apparatus left in the south by ho chi minh

conditions in south vietnam were conducive for waging a
clandestine war against the ngo dinh diem regime an ad-
ministrative vacuum existed throughout much of south viet-
nam partly because diem was never able to extend effective
control over the entire nation and partly because officials in
those areas under nominal control of the diem government
preferred to govern in the traditional mandarin manner let
the peasants come to you do not go to them

the vacuum was filled by the remnants of the viet minh
infrastructure who restructured the existing apparatus recruited
and trained additional cadre and broadened their popular base
thus the infrastructure began to evolve not wholly as an in-
digenous clandestine revolutionary movement but one which
was partially transplanted the chart indicates the line organi-
zation of the infrastructure direction of the infrastructure is

provided by the central office for south vietnam COSVN
with headquarters in north vietnam this is a hard core com-
munist organization with lines running into south vietnam
particularly to the people s revolutionary party PRP which
is composed of communist cadre most of whom are south
vietnamese and which is the intermediary between the leader-
ship in the north and the movement in the south the PRP
provides the leadership for the national liberation front

NLF which like its predecessor the viet minh is a com-
munist front organization the purpose of the NLF is to serve
as a fathering point for all opposition to the saigon govern-
ment and it includes both communists and non communists
the viet cong armed units are the military forces subordinate
to the PRP
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CHAIN OF COMMAND OF infrastructure
simplified

LAO DONG PARTY
communist party

PAVN
COSVN peoplesP armyayA y vietnamVietnarn

NORTH central offiofficee for south
vietnarnnannnarnninnVIETNAM Vietvietnam

SOUTH
VIETNAM

PPRP
peoplesppleaple revolutionary

party

NLFNU VC
national liberatiolibeilibelliberattoLiberatioi vitcongvituongVitviet cong military

front uiunits

the infrastructure has three levels at the top are the dedi-
cated north and south vietnamese communists who provide
direction for the movement in the middle are the cadre who
are perhaps more motivated by career and professional incen-
tive than revolutionary fervor whatever their motivation
they are the backbone of the movement and provide the neces-
sary link between the leadership and the masses the lower
level consists of the peasants who belong to mass organizations
who provide men provisions and cover for the military effort
and who are loyal to whichever government is currently in
control the rank and file are often motivated to support the
movement through grievances against the government promises
of a better future or intimidation and terror

despite the organizational genius of the enemy there are
some problems within the infrastructure first the system
favors the poor peasant over the middle class educated person
and offers him special advantages yet the latter has a tendency
to rise to positions of leadership often this results in the
unique situation of the middle class leader resentinosentinoresentingcresentinore the peasant
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because of his special advantages and the peasant resenting the
leader because of his higher position against the background
of class struggle which the ideology of the enemy encourages
this conflict is sharpened second the rank and file often object
to an imposed system of government whether it be communist
or communistnoncommunistnon earlier the infrastructure had offered them
benevolent government lower taxes and reform but recent
military demand has made this impractical and the rank and
file often become disgruntled at unfulfilled promises and a
never ending war the leaders and cadre of the infrastructure
have frequently resorted to terror to achieve their goals and
this has further weakened their appeal third like the saigon
government the security forces and military units within the
infrastructure are not always able to provide adequate security
there is an increased tendency for the rank and file to blame
the infrastructure for not protecting them when their village
or hamlet is subjected to increasing pressure from saigon

the infrastructure has a great advantage over the govern-
ment since its organization as designed thoroughly penetrates
every level of society and has been in operation for a number
of years nevertheless sometimes it is difficult to compete
with efficient government administration these weaknesses
contribute to the feasibility of limiting the power of the infra-
structure

defeating the infrastructure
how can the infrastructure be rendered ineffective the

most meaningful strategy is to dry up its resources this re-
quires more effectively restricting the infiltration of supplies
and manpower from north vietnam and more important re-
ducing the local sources of supplies manpower and popular
support

the current strategy of interdiction is clearly insufficient
in recent months infiltration has been so great that the enemy
has been able to escalate its military effort particularly in I1

corps the northern provinces of south vietnam from the
third to the fourth phase bombing the access routes from
north vietnam has been of limited value enemy infiltration
has been made more difficult by military operations into the
demilitarized zone and along the laotian and cambodian bor
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der but it has not been reduced in fact it has increased be-
cause of the requirements of the enemy in the south

the apparent futility of the present strategy of interdiction
is reflected in the recent statement of the south vietnamese
defense minister general cao van vien who said that bomb-
ing in north vietnam would not in itself stop infiltration
the problems he said are the infiltration routes and base
areas the enemy has in laos and cambodia and that so long as
these problems cannot be resolved infiltration will not cease
he believes the war will last another twenty to thirty years
unless infiltration of men and supplies through laos is halted

since present military measures have not effectively curbed
the enemy s infiltration into the south some argue negotia-
tions with hanoi is the only other alternative negotiations
while they might be desirable are no guarantee against infiltra-
tion the attitude of hanoi is to continue the effort in the
south and the central office for south vietnam has been in-
structedstructed not to deviate from the orginalordinal goals even in the event
of negotiations with the americans

the strategy of interdiction has been of limited value
negotiations are not only presently unlikely but it is doubtful
whether infiltration would stop even if the belligerents found
themselves at the conference table some alternative methods
must be considered perhaps the construction of a fortified belt
or barrier south of the demilitarized zone should be more
seriously considered this might later be followed by building
a system of strategically situated barriers down the laotian and
cambodian borders or erecting a fortified barrier across laos to
the mekong river these barriers if properly maintained and
enforced could more successfully restrict the huge flow of
supplies and manpower and possibly dry up the infrastructure s

external source of support 1

more significant than infiltration from the north is the
availability of support to the enemy in the south the locally
recruited hamlet and village cadre who provide the necessary
link between the hard core leadership and the masses are the
backbone of the enemy infrastructure it is through these

afterlafter this article was in galley proof secretary of defense robert
mcnamaramclstamaraMclSTamara announced that the strategy called for here would be implemented
howeverhoweer the extent and strength of the barrier system he has in mind is not
known at this time
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middle range cadre who in many cases have their own political
base that the enemy is able to secure recruits and supplies to
carry on the war

how can the recruitment of young men in the hamlets and
the collection of food and other supplies be curbed if not
eliminated how can the enemy s resources within south viet-
nam be dried up the answer is pacification there have been
pacification efforts in the past but they have failed

the first pacification attempts in vietnam were made by
the french some fifteen years ago but the french were up
against impossible odds not only was the population firmly
on the side of the enemy but the armed forces of the enemy
outnumbered the french the first attempt at pacification
under ngo dinh diem was started in 1957 known as opera-
tion sunrise the effort called for the destruction of the enemy s

administrative structure and the inclusion of the countryside
under government control the villages marked for pacification
were mismanaged and ill defended many government officials
and pacification workers were assassinated or kidnapped and
the program eventually terminated leaving the areas more
firmly in the hands of the enemy

then came the ill fated strategic hamlet program pat-
terned after the british pacification strategy in postwarpost war
malaya this program was designed to achieve population and
resource control in selected areas by confining the rural popula-
tion to fortified hamlets the image of the government waswas to
be built up in these fortified hamlets by intensive propaganda
and improved social services while the concept had merit
impossible goals were set for the program by the end of one
year it was claimed that approximately half of the estimated
12537 hamlets with a population of 8.28282 million people had
been pacified through the program during the next year 1963
most of the remaining half were to have been pacified how-
ever the program floundered because it was rushed over-
extended and haphazardly carried out furthermore the diem
government was overthrown by the end of the year

by january 1964 the mistakes of the past were reviewed
and the revised strategic hamlet program became known as

the new life hamlet program in which most of the emphasis
was placed on rural construction with local militia providing
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security since the february 1966 honolulu conference the
new hamlet program has become part of a more compre-
hensive concept called revolutionary development RD

the concept of RD is defined as an integrated militaryandmilitamilitaryryandand
civil process to restore consolidate and expand government
control so that nation builbullbulibuildingding can succeed it consists of
coordinated military and civil actions to free the people from
enemy control restore public security initiate political social
and economic development extend effective government
authority and win the support of the people even many within
the enemy s infrastructure it is designed to be a comprehensive
balanced and integrated approach to provide security and to
transform south vietnam into a free viable and enduring
society it is a recognition of the fact that neither the military
war nor the other war by itself is adequate in concept it
ties together all sides of the struggle military political eco-
nomic and social As a result the marginal man middiemiddlemiddle
cadre of the infrastructure becomes the most significant tar-
get

in theory RD is a sound concept in practice it has not
been moving as well as it might according to one source only
168 of 12537 rural hamlets are under total government con-
trol and fewer than 2000 are under partial control the enemy
on the other hand controls nearly 4000 hamlets

the heart of the problem is providing security many
hamlets have been under enemy control as long as twenty
years clearing the area of main force enemy units rooting out
the infrastructure and transforming the political loyalties of
the people cannot be achieved overnight past crash programs
have not been realistic for instance it was recently announced
that the khan van hamlet just miles from saigon had
been pacified again for the fifth time

unfortunately the pacification programs have always been
under constant pressure from saigon and washington to show
results this pressure often corrupts the reporting process re-
sulting inin overplayed success stories and false optimism

the program from the beginning has been plagued by the
lack of expertise in leadership and the recruitment of incom-
petent rar6RD workers many of the RD teams which are sent
into the hamlets to live with the people for six months or
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longer for purposes of pacification have been more of a drain
on the economy and manpower pool than an asset to pacifica-
tion some have deserted in mass others however have been
effective where adequate security has been maintained

the slow and disappointing beginning of the RD program
does not mean there is a need for a new program rather the
present RD program needs to be perfected specifically by
being more adaptable to the requirements of each hamlet and
to the nation as a whole moreover since RD is basic to nation-
al policy both the vietnamese effort and that of their american
advisers must be integrated RD should be a rallying point for
every military and civil effort in south vietnam unfortunately
this is not the present situation as the maze of separate and
independent programs which give only lip service to RD still
continues

conclusions

the war in vietnam is frustrating to most americans who
have served there because of its complexity protraction and
current stalemate frustration also stems from the failure of not
knowing what to do next withdrawal is virtually impossible
even if desirable continued military escalation will have little
impact on the infrastructure unless it leads to the kind of mas-
sive destruction most americans consider unthinkable

the newly elected government and its allies must focus
more on the challenge of drying up the enemy infrastructure
the current military stalemate is perhaps meaningful if the
positive trends toward constitutional government and economic
progress can continue however these trends are not assured
unless the power of the infrastructure is substantially reduced
unfortunately guns bombs and lives have purchased little
the infrastructure remains virtually unscathed



sonnet to peace

MARDEN j CLARK

THINK BIG he roared and from the crowded hall
the echo gathering force roared back THINK BIG
the secret path to hope to joy success to all

ill let you in on it christ cursed the fig
no fruit but first from him a deeper secret learn
to love in this the law and prophets both
are filled no need to limit what you earn
just learn to love with pure intent nothing loath
and then think big he11ll buy far more than hope could dream
sell bonds sell homes insure his life the rose
no longer needs a thorn the key supreme
Is love he s thinking bigger than he knows
behold in this eternal war is done
the christ is wed to mammon those twain made one

dr clarkdarkoark is professor of english at Brighanibrigham young university
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freedom and the american cowboy
NEAL E LAMBERT

from the time of deadeyedead eye dick and the early editions
of the police gazette to our own era of rawhide and ranch
romance the cowboy as symbol and myth has been very much
with us we inin our day are no less caught up in the psychology
and shooting of the adult western than were the readers of
the 1880 s and 1890 s who devoured beadles pocket library
editions of cowboy stories many have tried to puncture the
myth by pointing to the historical cowboy as a figure whose
world was corrupt and rotten its heroes vaunted for their
courage in fact showed only the rashness of the alcoholic or
the desperation of the cornered rat 1 but most americans
still see inin the cowboy as did owen wister the embodiment
of the best thing the declaration of independence ever turned
out the same creature who was the volunteer on both sides
in the civil war the son of the soil whose passion and in-
telligencetelligence and character made him able to fight battles almost
without need of captains that is the fellow and the
plains brought him again to perfections only latent in civiliza-
tion 2 thus2thusathus it is that the mythical cowboy still rides as the
personification of the american dream of self reliance in-
dividualism and freedom

but myth is not history and for the sake of history we need
to ask certain questions about the historical cowboy in reality
how free was he how independent how much of an in-
dividualistdividualist was the man who actually rode the horse and
worked the herd was he free of all social limitations or was
he bound by a code of conduct was the cowboy s life really

free and wild or did its dangers merely make him reckless
in the face of death and if he did feel free what was he free
from what was he free to do

dr lambert is assistant professor of english at brigham young university
peter lyon the wild wild west american heritage XI august

1960 48
unpublished letter owen wister to hamilton wright mabie june 4

1902 papers of hamilton wright mallemabiemahiebubiebuble in the library of congress
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these are the questions that need to be explored but the
answers do not come easily in the first place primary ac-
counts of the cowboy s life are few and many of those that
we do have were written with some knowledge of the myth
that was already growing even before the era of the cowboy
had ended 3 in the second place the cowboy was not much
given either to philosophical speculation or to putting his
thoughts on papepaperr intangible philosophical subjects were too
vague and impractical to interest him As one old cowboy tells
us

such things they don t bring no facts to nobody the feller
that s a goin to do all the talkin he just natcherallynatcherally begins
by pickin out a startin ppintint that really ain t nowharsnowhark at all
he brands that startin pint asoominAsoomin that so he can know
it if he runs acrostaccost it agin then he cuts his thinkinchinkin picket
rope and drifts all over the hull mental prairie until he gits
plumb tuckered out and when he gets so doggone tired that
he can t think up no more ideesedees to wave around and look
purty in the wind he just winds up with wherefore it
follows follows hell it don t follow nothinbothin it just comes
in last 4

THE FREE AND independent LIFE

but in spite of the fact that the cowboy was not prone to
put his feelings in sophisticated philosophical terms there can
be little doubt that he felt and believedihatbelieved thatthai his was a free and
independent life teddy blue for instance considered cow
punchers the most independent class of people on earth
and when one of his freedom loving colleagues got jailed
teddy wrote he was just like a caged lion fit to tear himself
to pieces when he had been in there a year maybe two they
let him out on a writ of error and he went free after that but

itisit is plain that teddy blue for instance was well aware of much that is
attached to the myth of the cowboy while visiting a professional lady friend
he heard a commotion inin the room downstairs and rushed out gun inin hand to
defend the screaming lady after almost shooting the lady s sweetheart teddy
finally got the story 1 I don t care for the black eye teddy she whimpered
but he called me a whore can you beat that teddy said it was what
she was I1 was never so disgusted in my life I1 was such a damn fool I1

might have killed that man and got into a peck of trouble knight of the
pialpiaiplainsns had to protect all females lord

douglas branch the cowboy and hshzsh1has interpreters new york cooper
square publishers inc 1961 ppap 159160159 160

ae5eE C teddy blue abbott and helena huntington smith we
pointed them north norman university of oklahoma press 1955 p 13
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it broke him it seemed that anything that might restrict his
freedom of movement was distasteful to the cowboy civiliza-
tion itself as it pushed westward caused the cowboy to move
further out on the frontier where he could find things a little
less restricted a little more free thus teddy blue went with
one herd because they was going three hundred miles further
up north and that was what appealed to me it was all new
country up there and I1 wanted to see it and anyway this other
in Wywyomingorning and southern montana was getting settled up
there was ranches every few miles 7 charlie7charliecharilescharlie siringo another

literate cowboy felt much the same way after a few days
in town he tells us 1 I then headed southwest across the hills
not having any destination in viewview I1 wanted to go somewhere
but didndian t care where 8

this propensity to move on11 was more than just wander-
lust it was a part of what the cowboy called his open air
life and his freedom from restraint joe mccoy who knew
the cowboy as well as if not better than anyone told us that
the cowboy s life is hard and full of exposure but it is wild
and free and the young man who has long been a cowboy has
but little taste for any other occupation 9 and another old
cowhand thinking of earlier years recalled from the can-
adian rockies to the platte from the platte to dodge on the
arkansas from dodge to the gulf of mexico the land was
free and open and it belonged to the cowboy I1 was free too
and therefore I1 was happy 10

if ever man was free it was inin the era of the cowboy he
was an inhabitant of the free land beyond he lived and
worked hundreds of miles beyond settled civilization he was
beyond any law except for that of his own making he was
beyond society except for the few fellow cowboys that he might
choose to ride with if the trail he was following forked he
could go either way if the outfit he worked for did not suit
him he could quit or stay his was a land empty of society law
and fences

ibid p 35
ibisiibidibidi p 91
charcharlescharieses A siringo A texas cowboy new york william sloane asso-

ciates inc 1950 p 83
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but was the cowboy free simply because there were no
fences or one way streets where did his freedom ultimately
come from those who have considered this question do not
always agree on just whywh 11 the cowboy was free many have
suggested that the freedom the independence and self reliance
of the cowboy are a direct result of the work he did this is the
well argued conclusion of edward everett dale in detailing
the work of the cowboy he tells us

the work of the range rider was of infinite variety yet at
times was characterized by a deadly monotony in its larger
aspects it included driving trail herds joining in the round-
up branding calves or selecting beef animals and riding a
line though there were also many other duties sometimes
his work included breaking horses hunting wolves defense
against cattle thieves red or white and the building of corrals
or line camps naturally he must do his own personal work
or those tasks necessary to enable him to live in reasonable
comfort for weeks at a time he must take care of his own
camp chop firewood bring water from the spring cook his
meals wash his clothing bedding and saddle blankets and
do the dozens of other little things that fall to the lot of one
who lives alone it is not strange that inin dinetimedime lieheile developed
a surprising degree of resourcefullnessresource fullness and the ability to take
care of himself at all times and under all circumstances 11

but other writers with a different approach to historical prob-
lems suggest that this paragon of freedom was a product of
conditions in the east he was lured westward by the hazards
which the country offered him there was common then
a certain well known spirit hard to describe which makes boys
rowdies when they stay at home and men of action when they
go away the west called and the east stood ready with a
few thousand lean hard boned young men 12 if those few
thousand hard boned young rowdies did bring their freedom
with them from the east they must have felt some rather force-
ful and sudden restrictions to that freedom when their own
raucous individualism hampered the free life of someone
bigger than they were

this violence has suggested to some that the cowboy s

way of living and consequently his freedom was the product

edwardedvard everett dale coucow country norman university of oklahoma
press 19451943 p 117

clifford P westermeier Trafftraffinatrailingtraffinging ibethefhe coucowboygoyboy caldwell idaho the
caxton printers ltd 1955 p 25
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of a sort of darwinian process of natural selection that weeded
out those who might have surrendered or sacrificed this free-
dom the primitive law of nature known as self preservation
was very evident in august of 82 at frenchman s ford says
andy adams it reminded me of the early cowboy days at
home in texas 13 and an anonymous but evidently accurate
commentator wrote that

perhaps inin no other occupation of men was the theory of
the survival of the fittest more plainly demonstrated in
practice than in the quick weeding out of the weaklingsweaklings of
the visionary and of the inherently depraved among those
who understood the cowboy life in the close communion
of cowboy life on the trail and the range where trust faith-
fulnessfulness and the spirit of brotherhood and mutual confidence
had to be a man inherently depraved was out of place 14

some even suggest that the economics of the situation the em-
ployment of so few men in proportion to the amount of capital
invested were the main source of the self reliance and indi-
vidualismvi of the cowboy 15 but whether or not it was economics
geography environment heredity or a combination of all
of these that gave him independence and self reliance both the
cowboy and most of those who have written about him believed
that he was free more free than most men before or since

limitations AND restrictions OF FREEDOM

but at the same time that the cowboy and his interpreters
loudly proclaim his freedom and discuss its origins they also
acknowledge that he was limited that he was in a very real
way restricted and to that extent he was not free for instance
the open expansiveness of the geography may have given the
cowboy a feeling of freedom but at the same time its unmarked
sameness and its lack of water were real limitations to the
cowboy s movements and even to his own life we gain some
sense of how this hostile geography impinged on the mind
of the cowboy from the following account of cowboy life

on the great open ranges the whole outlook soon became one
vast featureless confusing impression like that derived from

andy adams the log of a cowboy boston and new york houghton
mifflin company 19511931 P 335

ramon F adams the best of the american cowboy norman univer-
sity of oklahoma press 1957 p 6

dale p 114
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the ocean moreover the general aspect of the plains was as
it still is where the works of men have not disturbed one of
sadness even of melancholy no one unfamiliar with
them can understand what these effects are they bore down
upon the mind as would a heavy weight upon the body
and a torturing heartache then kept company with a sense
of exile it is doubtful if ever there was a cowboy who did
not at times at least feel the burden of these influences and
the cattle not uncommonly showed that even they were not
immune 16

while this may not be thoroughgoing geographical determin-
ism there is little shouting about the joys of the free life

at the same time being outside civilization did not mean
that the cowboy had none of the limitations of a society primi
tivefive as his relationship to his fellow frontiersmen may have
been it was nevertheless characterized by both social strata
and a strict code of social conduct for instance while the
cowboy may have been very democratic in his relationships
with other cowhands he recognized and observed a distinct
social gap between the hands and the foreman which could be
crossed only at the proper place and time and in the proper
manner this is why teddy blue was so surprised when a
new foreman asked him ted you are an old trail man what
is the best way to get the herd across teddy s response was
think of a boss asking one of the hands that questionquestion1717 the

cowboy also recognized a social gap between himself and other
frontier figures the trapper buffalo hunter and freighter
were all below his own station and were expected to give him
plenty of room when he came to town 18

but so far as their social relationships with each other
were concerned the life that cowboys led brought them close
together or as one commentator puts it they were clannish
just as soldiers who have been under fire appear clannish to
troops who have never been blooded 19 our anonymous writer
makes the same point they were strongly disposed to be
clannish and while there were occasional feuds between in-
dividualsdividuals that usually ended in the death of one or the other
sometimessome times of both as a body of men they would fight for each

ramon adams p 7
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other to the last 20 thus while the cowboy may ride in our
imagination as a loner free from the obligations of civiliza-
tion there can be little doubt that in reality he was very much
a part of a society albeit a small and violent one

limitations OF THE CODE

if he was limited by a kind of frontier social strata the
cowboy was even more limited by the stringent requirements of
the code that was a very real part of his society many might
want to discount the idea of a cowboy code as the invention
of modern mass media or else a mythical holdover from the
medieval romance but in reality there can be little doubt that
there were certain fundamental rules of conduct under which
the cowboy had to operate for instance though he may have
technically been free to come and go to work or quit as he felt
he wanted to do the cowboy s code required an almost medieval
fealty to his outfit and to his work thus after an extremely
long and hard ride after lost stock the protagonist in andy
adams account of cowboyingcowboying is ordered out with the herd
there was no hesitation from the trail weary cowboy with a
hungry look in the direction of our chuck wagon I1 obeyed 21

sleep food rest even the possibility of death were secondary to
the requirements of duty A man was a three sevens man a
CK man or whatever the brand happened to be and they were
trustworthy even when faced with death trying to guard stock
drifting in a blizzard or riding full speed to turn a stampeding
herd in the inky blackness of night so writes one who has
carefully studied the cowboy 22 cowboys themselves give us the
same impression andy adams cowboy for instance without
hesitation swims with a part of the herd across the flooding
platte Tthenhen finding himself on the opposite bank from the
chuck wagon he tells us As far as dinner was concerned
well id much rather miss it than swim the platte twice in its
then staabstagestaae 0 water there is a difference in daring in one s

duty and in daring out of pure venturesomeness 2

after considering the demanding restrictions of duty we
can see that the so called free cowboy might well long for the

ramonranionranton adams p 2523
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time when he would be free of the cowboy s life and well he
did the cowboy longs to see the theatre emerson hough
assures us to have a trip to the city to eat an oyster stew
and all the green garden truck he can hold to him it seems
that all the great pleasures of life must lie beyond the range in
the settlements 2 and turning again to andy adams ac-
count of cowboyingcowboying we read that cowboys were glad to be free
from herd duty and looked forward eagerly to the journey
home 2

while the cowboy code involved certain broad generalities
about duty it was in some aspects surprisingly detailed and
specific for instance a cowboy always had to pay his bills and
the one who forgot even a small debt if honestly incurred
would find it hard to get a job A now famous story tells of a
bar N cowboy who rode out of miles city without paying his
bill to a prostitute when the foreman heard what had hap-
pened he fired the cowboy and the other hands chipped in to
pay the bill to uphold the reputation of the outfit 226 another
detail of the code forbade anyone s using a horse from another
cowboy s string once the horses had been turned over to the
cowboy no one not even the boss could ride one of them
without the cowboy s permission even though they still tech-
nically belonged to the outfit and not to the cowboy 27 the
detail of the code that concerned hospitality was just as strict
you had to feed and shelter your worst enemy if he came to

your house in a storm one old cowboy tells us and if you
refused him shelter you had better leave that country 13812828

to list every aspect of the cowboy s code would take up too
much space we can see well enough from these few examples
that the code was specific and detailed that it loomed large in
the cowboy s life and most important of all for this studystudym

that it was stringent the point is that while the cowboy and
his interpreters have talked a great deal about freedom it was
not an unlimited freedom that the cowboy enjoyed his land
his society his code all set restrictions on him his existence
was at once free and not free

As quoted by ramon adams p 74
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FREEDOM IN THE UNIVERSE

but to talk of the cowboy s freedom in terms of geography
laws social mores etc though important in its own right
really does not get us to the heart of the matter we need to
probe deeper into the nature of the man himself we need to
ask what it was that the cowboy was free from we need to
ask not simply what was his attitude toward fences but what
was the cowboy s attitude toward the universe did the con-
stant dangers of his daily existence give him any preoccupation
with death and his own contingency did he have any sense
of ultimate universal freedom to act or did he feel that some-
where a calf was growing that would one day crush his bones
as a stampeding steer the answers to these questions are not
easy to ferret out for as we said in the beginning the cowboy
was not given to philosophical speculation still there is enough
evidence that we can at least suggest a few generalizations
about his attitude toward these universal questions

the cowboy did express though sometimes unconsciously
something like a philosophy in the verses and songs he com-
posed to fill the loneliness that was a part of his trade one
real cowboy of the old school wrote

just let me live my life as I1 ve begun
and give me work that s open to the sky
make me a partner of the wind and sun
and I1 won t ask a life that s soft and high

make me as big and open as the plains
As honest as the horse between my knees
clean as the wind that blows behind the rains
free as the hawk that circles down the breeze

just keep an eye on all that s done and said
just right me sometime when I1 turn aside
and guide me on the long dim trail ahead
that stretches upward towards the great divide 2299

such musings may not be profound but they do suggest a fun-
damentalda commitment to individualism and a responsibility for
one s own acts in the cowboy s mind there may have been a
controlling force in the universe but its interference with his
own life was minimal thus with the everyday press of hard
work the cowboy went ahead doing what he figured was

daiedale p 133
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best neither worrying about ultimate causes or final conse-
quencesquences 1I have been too busy to heed her last advice
charlie siringo wrote of his mother s dying counsel being a
just god I1 feel he will overlook my neglect if not I1 will
have to take my medicine with satan holding the spoon 30

with charlie as with many others a man s actions were the
result of his own initiative not the result of a compelling uni-
verse just how independent of fate and destiny the cowboy
could become is revealed in the following statement of teddy
blue s

that family stuffed me full of all that religious bull when
I1 was a kid but I1 never had any more use for it after I1 was
growedcrowed and in that I1 was like the rest of the cowpuncherscowpunchers
ninety percent of them was infidels the life they led had
a lot to do with that after you come in contact with nature
you get all that stuff knocked out of you praying to god
for aid divine providence and so on because it wouldnt
work you could pray all you damned pleased but it wouldnt
get you water where there wasngasn t water talk about trusting
in providence hell if id trusted in providence id have
starved to death 31

teddy certainly didndian t feel determined by a providential decree

and yet however free teddy blue charlie siringo andy
adams and their colleagues may have felt themselves to be it
must be remembered that death something ultimate uncon-
trollabletrollable and final was constantly with them says teddy
blue

if I1 had been twenty feet further into the herd that night
I1 and my horse both would have been trampled just like that
fellow in 76 well it was all in the game and all cowpunch
ers knew it when they were riding like that they all knew
that might behe their fate with the next jump the horse took 32

it was a strange dilemma that the cowboy lived with he may
have been free in his universe but it was a freedom that only
lasted from moment to moment death ultimate irresistible
irrevocable was always there and it may well be that it was
because of rather than in spite of this dilemma that we see
the cowboy as an individualist as the ideal of freedom

branch ppap 160161160 161
abbott p 282928 29
ibidibfd p 200 italics supplied
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ULTIMATE FREEDOM

Is it possible that the progress of society away from the
dangers that lead to death has been at the expense of individual
freedom perhaps our modern fascination with danger with
speeding skydivingskydiving mountain climbing is closely linked to our
continuing fascination with the cowboy perhaps some universal
meanings for all men can be discovered here in the close
proximity of a sense of freedom and the possibility of death
one astute analyst of the west suggests as much relative to
myth of the west 33 and it seems to me that we could draw
similar conclusions relative to the history of the west certain-
ly few if any other historical episodes offer such an opportunity
to study the problem of man s sense of ultimate freedom and
ultimate fate here stripped of the accumulated social veneer
of many centuries man finds himself almost daily in the limit
situation it may well be that because of his situation because
of the almost daily prospect of violent death man here de-
veloped what finally amounts to a genuine existential sense
of his own freedom while discovering his freedom by thrust-
ing himself into this ultimate situation he was also proving
and flaunting it in the face of the irresistible forces that im-
pinged upon him thus when he confronted death it was more
with relish and fierceness than reluctance and fear not that
he hoped for death but rather that the situation of the con-
frontationfrontation with it gave him finally his ultimate sense of
freedom

this whole idea is vividly illustrated by teddy blue as he
recalls the effects of a particularly nerve rending thunderstorm
on one old cowboy with the lightning ripping the sky and
the thunder banging the ground in imminent danger of being
struck down by the cosmic forces crashing all around him
old matt winter yanked off his hatbat hurled his blasphemies
at the sky and with the rain pouring in his face yelled if
you want to kill me come on do itit34

like matt winter in the thunderstorm the cowboy dis-
covered in the dangers of his daily life even in the presence
of death that he could strike out at destiny in the very teeth
of contingency the cowboy found his ultimate freedom

don D walker freedom and destiny in the myth of the american
west

34abbott34abbott p 66



camp floyd centennial
CLINTON F LARSON

west of the mountains in the expanse of land
covert because it is beyond our concern fanned
by the winds of clear azure I1 lean to the wind
to know the headstones of ancient death finned
with memorial mists and wisps of seethingofseething sand

there lying in the spare sun the sagebrush grey
As the confederacy is the plot of the stray
soldiery of the union who sought valor in the world
west from st louis like the dust that swirled
from some lost spume of wind in a vacant day

there they are among the grass sweeping shadows
where the seethe of prairies touches the meadows
the cities of color lost in their hour of seeming
As 1I look to find them as I1 search there dreaming
dragoons lean in the light near spectral widows

wraithswraithy of darkness wending around them from sorrow
from new haven new york and boston who must borrow
time to stay here through the years that intervene
ghostly you writhe for awareness in the sheen
of the light of graves as if for duty tomorrow

captain who are we to cross the bridge to the square
of your camp as if to challenge a province where
your importance flickers like your burnished sheath
amid your gear reposing here in glass underneath
the dull concerns of some brief perpetual care
you have won this day of reliquary local lore
though the memorial plaques announce no event of war
if then you and your blue cadre had lived
had returned east had been skirmishers sievedsievek
with shot you had died at gettysburg as poor

of fame as here again crests of your valor move away
in the desolate sectors of utah where gulls prey
on the darting denizens of earth it is the feel
of the wind over the plaques and an ashen wheel
that makes me pause as if to hear what you might say

dr larson is professor of english at brigham young university
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mormonism and the germans
an annotatedbibliography 1848 1966

D L ASHLIMAN

it is easy but unjustifiable for the american student of
mormonism to forget that the latter day saints have also
attracted the attention of scholars and writers outside of the
english speaking world many of whose works are worthy of
serious consideration although I1 have found no german com-
mentatormen tator on the latter day saints who writes with the keen
perception of a de tocquevilleTocqueville the bibliography below does
contain works some written by outstanding scholars whose
unique perspective should not be ignored by the serious stu-
dent of mormonism

the following bibliography has been compiled chiefly from
the resources of the g6ttingengottingenrottingenGottingen university library the card
catalogs of the new york public library and the princeton
university library were also used

my principal source of book titles has been the national
bibliographies by kayser and hinrichs the deutscheldeutschesDeutsc hes burberbucher
verzeichnis and the deutsche Bibliographbibliographicie using these stan-
dard works in combination one can obtain bibliographical
data on most books published in the german language since
1750 subject matter indexes were not included between 1832
and 1891 so I1 may have missed some books especially fiction
that did not include the word mormon in the title from
this period if they were not important enough to have been in-
cluded in other bibliographies such as the standard theological
bibliographies the bibliographies included in many of the
separate studies or the catalog of the yale collection of west-
ern americana

dietrich s Bibliographbibliographicie der deutschsprachigen zeitschrif
tenliteratur has cataloged the articles of germany s most im-
portant periodicals since 1861 between 1909 and 1944 a num-
ber of important newspapers were also included germany has

mr ashliman spent 1966671966 67 in germany working on his doctoral disserta-
tion which is nearing completion he is presently instructor of german at the
university of pittsburgh
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long had an active sensationalistic press and numerous articles
and stories about the church must have appeared in germany s

tabloids slicks and pulpsculps which would neither be cataloged
by standard bibliographies nor preserved by even the largest
libraries the presiding bishopric s office in frankfurt am
main has a large file of such material which has been col-
lected rather haphazardly sincesince about 1952 and systematically

with the assistance of newspaper clipping services since
1966 the press has givenoivengivenolven wide publicity to the deviant or crimi-
nal behavior of wayward mormonscormons and has capitalized on such
scandals as the polygamous colony at short creek arizona on
the other hand the church has received much favorable news-
paper publicity from the tabernacle choir s european tour inin
1955 concerts and exhibitions by brigham young university
and mission groups and the utah symphony orchestra s

european concert tour in 190igo196656 and famous mormonscormonsMormons especial-
ly if they visit germany are frequently given good publicity
leading this list is elder ezra taft benson other mormonscormons
who have attracted the attention of the german press include
ivy baker priest gene fullmer alice buehner and george
romney

since 1964 the church s newspaper publicity in germany
has mushroomed in this year elder ezra taft benson or-
ganized the european information service the public relations
arm of the church in the german speaking countries and italy
largely through the efforts of this organization virtually
every move the church makes in germany austria and swit-
zerland is given newspaper publicity in 1966 the information
service collected an average of 310 column inches per month
less than ten percent of which was judged to be strongly antago-
nistic the bulk of this coverage has been of local events and
in local newspapers for which reason I1 have made no attempt
to catalog it

other forms of mass media are still harder to catalog than
the daily press mormonscormons have been occasionally mentioned in
german motion pictures usually with a humorous reference
to polygamy but to my knowledge the church has played
an important role only in edgar reitz s afahlzeitenmahlzeiten 1967
in which the leading couple is converted to mormonism the
film is of special interest because the missionary parts are
played by actual mormon elders there is also a mormon
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comedy presently 1967 being played on german stages
wind inm den zweigen des sassafras by renereng de obaldiaObaldia
translated from french by eugen helmlehelmieheimiehelmig but there is little
mormon about obaldia s crude but lovable pioneers and the
fact that they are mormonscormons is mentioned so fleetingly that
most theater visitors will not be aware of it

translations of english language publications have not
been included in the present bibliography and there have been
many especially in mormon fiction nor have the voluminous
official church publications been included virtually all of
which are translations of american works

for further research outside of the anglo american sphere
M H A van der valk s de profeetpro feet der mormonenMor monen joseph
smith jr kampen 1921 contains a bibliography with over
1400 items including many titles in german french dutch
and scandinavian as well as english

1848

ziegler alexander skizzen einer reise durch norsnordnordamerikaamerika und westindientriestindienWestinTrIestin dlendien
dresden and leipzig mormonscormonsMormons 11II 606660 66

A firsthandfirst hand account of the mormon exodus from nauvoo in
september 1846

1854

busch moritz die heiligenheiligerHei ligen vom jungstenj6ngsten tage wanderungenivanderungen zwischerzwischenzw ischen
hudson und mississippi 1851 und 1852 stuttgart and tubingen 11II 1821 82

an objective account of mormonism and its background in
yankee america by a well known german journalist who also
authored two important books about bismark busch ends this chapter
of his american travel narrative with the statement whatever the
miracles of their apostles and prophets may be mormonism itself is
one of the greatest miracles of the nineteenth century p 82

1855

busch moritz die mormonenMor monen ahrihr Propprophetaerheiasi ahrihr staatstaal und ahrihr glaube
leipzig 158 ppap

an enlargement of the above treatment busch accepts the
spaulding manuscript theory as do nearly all german writers even
to the present day he devotes considerable space to polygamy and
includes the mormon defense and helieileite mentions many fruits of mor-
monism which are by no means all bad p 5

1856

olshausen01shausen theodor deschGeschgeschichiegeschichteichie der mormonenMor monen oder jungsten tages heiligenheiliger
in nordamerikaNordamerika gottingeng6ttingenrottingenGottingen iv 244 ppap

A relatively unpartisan overall treatment by an editor and pub-
lisher of german language newspapers in missouri and iowa from
1851 to 1865
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1858

Mollmolimoilmollhausenmbllhausendollhausenhausen heinrich balduin tagebuchTage buch elnereiner reise domromvom mississippi nach
den Kikustenisten der sudsersudseesfidsee introduntrod alexander von humboldt leipzig mor
mons ppap 435440435 440 2ndand ed irlanderungenwanderungen durch die prairiesprairienPra irien und
widstenwiistenwfisten des westlichenwest lichen nordamerikaNordamerika leipzig 1860

an illustrated account of the whipple expedition of which
mollhausenm611hausendollhausenMoll hausen was a member the information for his factual but un-
sympathetic excursus on the mormonscormons was gleaned from the reports of
john W gunnison and howard stansbury and from firsthandfirst hand con-
tact with mormon pioneers on the upper missouri river an
english version appeared under the title diary of a journey from the
mississippi to the coasts of the pacific with a united states gov-
ernment expedition trans mrs percy sinnett london 1858

1859

andree karl die mormonenMormonen und ihrahr land am groengroflengroffen salzseeSalzsee geographygeograph
ische wanderungen dresden 11II 1311 31

A reprint of articles which appeared originally in the periodical
das westlandWesvesiland IVI V 185218531852 1853 although andree presents in the
mainmalnmainmaln an accurate account of mormon history his emphasis on poly-
gamy the danitescanitesDanites and mormon fanaticism does not form a favor-
able image of the latter day saints

schiel jacob H reise durch die felsengebirge und die humboldtgebirgehumboldigebirge nach
dem skillenstillcnstillen ocean schaffhausen 139 ppap

schiel a member of the gunnison expedition spent seven
months in utah in 1853 roughly one third of his book is devoted
to the mormonscormons and is one of the bitterest condemnations of the
latter day saints ever published in german A laudable english
translation is journey through the rocky mountains and the hum-
boldt mountains to the pacific ocean ed trans thomas N bon-
ner norman oklahoma 1961

1860

overbeck J der mormonismusMormon ismus nach murinonischenmurmonischenmormonmurmon ischen quellen gotha

1861

mollhausenm611hausendollhausenMoll hausen heinrich balduin der halbindiancrhalbindianerhaibHalb indianer erzhlungerzahlungErzahlung aus dem west
lichen nord amerika leipzig and jena 4 vols 1118 ppap republished
as late as 1909

A novel by one of nineteenth century germany s most popular
but now forgotten novelists part of the action takes place in salt

lake city and mormonscormons play minor roles the sinister image of the
mormon church painted in Mollmoilmolimollhausenm611hausendollhausenhausen s later novels is entirely
missing in this work

reisenresenreyen in die felsengebirge nordnorr americasamerikasainerikas bis zum hoch plateau
von neu mexico introduntrod alexander von humboldt leipzig 2 vols mor
mons 1I 362363362 363 396399396 399

an account of the ives colorado expedition of which mollm611
hausen was a member he tells of mormon missionary efforts among
the mohave indians and reveals the party s distrust and dislike of all
mormonscormonsMor mons

die mormonen hauptstadt und deren sultan im mormonenstaat utah in
nordamerikaNordamerika gattenGartenGarlengarlenlaubegartenlaubelaube ppap 504506504 506
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1863

mollhausenm611hausendollhausenMoll hausen heinrich balduin der mayordomojajorJayordoino erzhlungerzahlungErzahlung aus dem fudsud
lichen kalifornienkaliformenKaliformen und neu mehikomexiko imzm anschauanschluanschlufl an den hsihHalhhalhindianerhalbindtanerindianer
und FIfifliichtlingfifichilingchiling jena 4 vols 1004 ppap republished as late as 1909

zimmermann W F A carl gottfried wilhelm vollmer
californiancalifornienCalifor nien und das goldziehergoldfiebergoldfieherGoldflekerfieber reisenre isen in dem wilden westen nord
americasamerikas leben und sitrensiten der Goldgoldgrabergriber mormonenMormonen und indianer
berlin mormonscormonsMormons ppap 144250144 250

in many respects one of the most concomplimentaryplimentaiy mormon treat-
ments ever to have appeared in germany vollmer even justifies or
at least refuses to condemncondernn polygamy the members of our party
found no immorality among the mormonscormonsMormons p 177 of special
interest are his detailed descriptdescriptionsons of utah industries and mining
operations although the book is dedicated to the well educated of
the german people it is written largely in the style of a pulp novel
and is marred by numerous errors

1864

m611hausenmollhausendollhausenMollmoli hausenhaugen heinrich balduin das mormonenmddchenmormonenmadcben eine erzihlungerzahlungErzahlung aus
der zeltzeitzeir des kriegszugesknegszuges der vereiniglenvereinigten skaalenstaatenslaalen gegen die heiligenheiligerHeihehel ligenilgen der
letzterletzten tage inlinliv jahrelahrejabre 185718581857 1858 jena 6 vols 893895873 ppap

A popular novel set in utah during the mormon war the
latter day saints are depicted as ruthless fanatics although this book
received high praise from contemporary literary critics and was re-
published as late as 1935 it is forgotten today

1866

ein amerikaner ilberlibertiber die mormonenMormonen der salzseestadtSalz seestadt das ausland XXXIX
108610881086 1088

A review of samuel bowles book across the continent spring-
field massachusetts and new york 1865 and 1866 the reviewer
condemns polygamy and claims that it is unpopular even among the
mormonscormonsMormons he praises the salt lake theater

aus dem mormonenstaat garrenGartenGarlengarlenlaubegartenlaubelaube p 455

1867

storch J das reich der mormonenMormonen in amerika illustrierlelllustnerte zeitung leip-
zig IL no 1265 207208207 208

A tirade against the alleged manipulation and spiritual enslave-
ment of the mormonscormons by their ruthless leaders storch does mention
the secular achievements of the mormonscormonsnifcormonsformons in utah and gives special
praise to the salt lake theater

1868

land und leute im fernsten westen mormonenMormonen oieruberobet land und meer XIX
87 107 115118115 118 312 327330327 330 391591 399

1869

die krisis unter den mormonenMormonen globus lllustnerteillusirierle zeltZeitzeitschriftzejtschnftschrift jurfur landeylanderlinderlenserlensey
und v51kerkundevolkerkundeVolkerpundekundesunde XVI 297299297 299

A review of an article in the new york herald nov 5 1869
telling of the feud between godbe harris E L T harrison
and brigham young
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wunderliche heiligeheiliger in den betstundenBetstunden der mormonenMormonen garienlaubeguitenlaubeGarienGuiten laulelaube p 25

zustandeZustande unter den mormenenmormeneoMormenen am groen salzseeSalzsee globus illusiriertelllustrierte
Zelizelischriftzestschnjtschrift furtur lander und undv51kerkundevolkeikunde XVI 9

A firsthandfirst hand exposeexpose of conditions inin utah the author claims
that mormon polygamy approaches incest that mormonscormons suffer
greatly because of their refusal to accept medical aid other than the
laying on of hands and that the negro cannot enter the mormon
heaven

1870

busch moritzmontz aus der geschichte und dem katechismusKatechismus der mormonenMormonen
daheim VI 553555053553556055556556056 570570572572

Geschgeschichiegeschichteichie dei moimonenmormonenMoMor imonenmonenmouennonen neasinebstnebsi einerelnerecuereinerefney daistellungdarsiellung thresihref1hres Glaubens
und ihrer gegenwirtigengcgenuaitigen sociasocialeswcialensocialenienlen und politischenpolit ischen vcverhiltnissebalthaltbaithaltnissenisse leipzig
viiivilivillvm 444 ppap

one of the most comprehensive and best studies of the mormonscormons
to havehae appeared inin german the approach and tone are similar
to the authorauthorss earlier works 1854 and 1855 busch regrets that
joseph smith s full story may never be revealed because of the un
reliabilityliabilityle of most of the sources p viivilvn

greif martin die mormonenMormonen inin dublin first published inin the wiener
pressepiesse reprinted inin nachgelassenenachelasserc schriffenschizftenschrifien selbslerlebtesselbslei leateslebtes lovellennovellenNo vellen
skizzensiizzenSiSk izzenizzen leipzig 1912 ppap 221342221542221 342542

LiteraliterarilyliteranlyliterallyLite ranlyrily the best fictional treatment of the mormonscormons that has
been written inin german but also one of the most slanderous greif
a prominent german poet gives us here a fictional account of mor
mon agents inin ireland the novel written inin the style of edgar
allan poe abounds inin intrigue murder and abduction all at the
hands of mormon missionariesmissionaries

mormonenmornionenMornionMormonenen allgeineineallgemeine zeitung augsburg ppap 621 3731

1871

die mormonenMor monen inin der klemme globus illustrate zeiischriftzetts chri ft fur linderlinser
uiaiduidd v&lkerkundevolkeikunde XX 298300

A report of the increasing friction between the united states
government and the latter day saints over the question of polygamy

die neuesteneuestc gestaltungGestal tung des mormonenreichesmoimonenreiches inin utah das ausland XLIV
783789785789785783 789

an account of mining and agriculture inin utah the author sees
in the influx of minersminers and above all inin the completion of the trans
continental railroad the end otof mormondomMormondoindoln s protective isolation and
the beginning of the mormon kingdom s fall

1873

erbach erbach ernst graf zu reisebriefereisebnefeReise friejebriefe aus amerika heidelberg viivilvn
452 ppap

eyth max amerikaametAmei ika vol 11II of W lvanderbuchanderbuchander ouchbuchburg eineseines IngeniingenieursingemeuisIngemeeursuis heidelberg

lindemann M elneinem sachsischershchsischersachs ischer schulmeister imim mormonerilandemormonenjande gaytengartengarien
laube p 794

schlagintweitSchlagin tweit robert von utah und die heutigenheutigen mormonenMormonen gaea
aalurnafuinalur und leben IX 828 8693 148153 210214
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schleiden rudolf utah und die mormonenMormonen allgemeineallgeneallgeme anejne zeitung augs-
burg feb 161916 19 reprinted in reise erinnerungen aus den vereinigten
slaatenstaaten von amerikadinAin eillaerika new york 1873 ppap 287228 72

A laudable account by a german diplomat in washington from
1853 to 1864 schleiden traveled extensively in america visiting both
utah and the ruins of nauvoo william H seward credited him
with knowing more contemporary american history than any other
man alive the americans not excluded allgemeine deutsche
biographeebiographebiograpkeBioblographe leipzig 1908 LIV 39

1874

bei den mormonenMormonen am groen salzseeSalzsee globus illustriertelllustrierte zeitschriftZeitschrift jurfurjar
lindetunderlinderduder und v3ikerkundevolkerkundeVolker kunfekundegunde XXV 353357353 357

an account which praises the mormonscormons accomplishments but
condemns polygamy special mention is given the salt lake theater
and brigham young s alleged attempts to woo the popular actress
fraulein alexandra

hiiHilhllhubnerbrier joseph alexander freiherr von emeineln spaziergang um die weitweltwellweilweir
leipzig mormonscormonsMormons 1I 9115191 151 7thath ed 1891i8giingi

A metternicheanMetternichean austrian nobleman s account of his tour of
the world capitals the description of his stay in utah is little more
than a tirade against brigham young the german versionversion is the
author s own translation of the original promenade artourautour de monde
paris 1873 an english translation A rambieramblerumble round the world
appeared in london inin 1874 the work appeared in italian as
Passeggipasseggiatasraalaaja entornointorno al mondo torino 18718731875 and milano 1877

mormonenMormonen auf der wanderungwanderingWanderung globus illustrierteillusli rette zeitschriftZeit schrift furjur lander
uhdundind v51kerkundevolkerkundeVolker kunde XXV 372376372 376

an illustrated account of the mormon overland migration

richter J J bilder aus den vereinigten StskaalenstaatenstaalensraStaavlenatenaalenavren zurich

schlagintweitSchlagin tweit robert von die mormonenMor monen oder die helliHeihelheiligerheiligenligenoengen vom tungsten
tage von ihrer enrEntentsiehungentstehungsiehung fisbishiseitelt auf die gegenwarthgegenwartGegenwart leipzig xvi 292
ppap 2ndand ed rev cologne and leipzig 1878

one of four commendable books on the american west by a
noted german geographer

1877

busch moritz die mormonen bibel gatlenGartenGarlengattengarlenlaubegartenlaubelaukelaube p 616gig

1879

der mormonenstaat in utah der kajKatKaikarkatholikikatholikkaiholikholik ns XLI 631663631 663

1881

jolssjolas G das sectenwesen lmim kanton bern bern 77 ppap

jungst johannes die erangelische kirchekircbeki i rhecherge und die separailstenseparatistenSeparatisten und
sehrSekSekiseiseffsektierersekilerertiererfieferzeferlerer der gegenwarthgegenuartgegenwartGegenuuttnuartnwart gotha iii L 60 ppap

die vielweibereivielwelberei bei den mormonenMormonen das ausland LIV 121512 15

A glowing review of mrs stenhouse s an englishwoman in
utah the story of a lifes experience in mormonismMormo nisin london 1880
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1882

bodenstedt friedrich ein besuch bei den mormonenmornionenMornionMormonenen vom atlanAtlantAllanalianallanlischenatlantischenlischenischen
zum shillenstillen ocean leipzig ppap 587426387426587387 426

A popular nineteenth century german poet s report of a trip
to salt lake city in 1880 bodenstedt s writing skill and his ability
as a sensitive impartial observer combine to make this account of
the latter day saints one of the most laudable ever to have appeared
inin germany

ehemann A mormonenMormonen in england beilage zur allgemeinen zeitung
munich p 1313131515131515

1883

mollhausenm611hausendollhausenMoll hausen heinrich balduin der fanatiker berlin 3 vols xi 764 ppap
republished as late as 19051005

A fictional account of mormon proselyting activities in norway
and their tyrannical rule inin utah

MorMomoimoimonenmormonenimonenmonen die neueneuf zeitzeilzeltzell wochenschriftwochenschiift der deudeuldehdeuischerdeulschendeuischenischenschen sozialdemokratie
1I 104

von den mormonenMormonen neue evangeevangelischeerangelischelische kirchenzeilung cols 448449448 449
A short article which explains the difference between the utah

Mornmormonsmornionscormonslonsionstons and the reorganized church called here the kirtland
mormonscormonsMormons

1884

amerlAmeriameiicanischeamericanischecanische skizzenSk izzen die mormonen propaganda lllustiierteillustrierle zeitung
leipzig LXXXII no 2117 777877 78

A short general history of the mormonscormons which praises them for
being among the most industrious most energetic and wealthiest
citizens of the united states p 77 but criticizes the despotic
religious discipline p 78 which has been forced upon them

moltke A freiherr von lage und aussichtAussicht des mormonismusmorinonismusMormon ismus globus
illustrieifeillustrierle zehzeitschnftschriftscbrift fur landerldnder und vlkerkundevolkerkundeVolker pundekunde XLV 189191189 191

an objective account of the legal problems facing the united
states government in the mormon problem

1885

kundig J was haben wir von den mormonenMormonen zu baltenhalien basel

meyer hans eine Weloeloeiweltreiselveltreisetreise plaudereienPlaudereien aus elnereiner zweijiihrigenzweifcihrigen eidumerdum
segelungsege lung leipzig mormonscormonsMormons ppap 418423418 423

the narrative of a trip through utah in early 1883 meyer is
unimpressed with salt lake city rails the practice of polygamy and
calls brigham young an absolute autocrat p 421

mormonen ansiedlung in mexico Deudeutschetscheische mundschaurundschauRundschau futfurjut geographicGeog raphie und
StStataltilikistik VIIvil 520

an account of mormon migration to mexico in an attempt to
avoid prosecution under the edmunds act

poesche emma die mormonenMormonen Deudehdeutscheische mundschaurundschauRund schau fin Geoggeographicraphie und
siarStatSialsiatsidtstatisticstatistiksialislikislikistik VII 433438433 438 440441440 441 487493487 493

A sympathetic well written account of life among the mormonscormonsMormons
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1887

cronau rudolf unter den mormonenMormonen lahiesberichtjahiesbericht des frankfurter
verkinsvereins afirjzirffir geographic und statisticstatistikStat istik L 666866 68

minutes of a lecture delivered at a meeting otof the frankfurter
vereingerein in 1885 in which cronau describes the latter day saints and
their achievements in the most glowing terms he attributes the
persecution of the mormonscormons solely to the jealousy of their neighbors
and even sees some good in polygamy namely the abolishment of
spinsterhood

greinwaldgriinwald zerkovitzberkovitz sidonie die lieder der mormoninMor monin leipzig ath5th ed
berlin 1889

an anonymous cycle of poems depicting the sad lot of a poly-
gamous mormon woman in addition to favorable reviews the col-
lection received publicity for its novel appearance the poems were
printed on a long strip of paper which was rolled onto two ornately
turned wooden staves

mormonen stadt beitrag zur geschichte landes und volkskundeVolks kunde der
ailiAllialtialtmarknarhnark p 2761

1888

may karl der geist der llano es takata der gute kamerad stuttgart
11II 195219 52 first installment later incorporated into the novel unter
geiermgeiern which has been republished as recently as 1952 in vienna and
heidelberg

may is one of germany s most enigmatic writers his approxi-
mately thirty five novels of western adventure are still popular today
more than fifty years after the author s death although no one now
takes seriously his oft repeated claim that the fantastic adventures
recorded in his books were personal experiences may frequently
mentions the mormonscormons in his adventure stories an important episode
of unter geleangeierngelern which has recently been made into a popular film
is provided by the crimes of robbery and murder of a mormon mis-
sionarysionary

1889

fernhagelFern hagel D T die wahrheit elkerelief das mormonenthummormonewhum blotter aus utah
zurich iv 112 ppap

A rather clumsy expose by an angry churchman written in
salt lake city inin 1888 an example of fernhagelFernhagel s logic he sees
in joseph smith s changing his story from gold plates to brass plates
a stroke of genius as materialistic americans would not long let
gold plates remain hidden p 13

1890

anderlindanderlineAnd erlind lteldbewasserunglfeldbewhsserung der mormonenMormonen in utah wiener landwirtschaft
liche Zelzeitungrunglung XL 394

fotsch W zur kenntnis der mormonenMormonen denkwfirdigkeitendenkwilrdigkeiten aufausaut der neuen
weltweit bremen 11II 126251126 251

1891

aufhebungAufhebung der polygamiepolygamiaPolygamie bei den mormonenMormonen deutsche mundschaurundschauRundschau firfurhirrif geo-
graphic und statisticstatistikstatislikstafStat istikislik XIII 88

A short notice of the manifesto and its political results
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dalton H bei den mormonenMormonen in salzseestadtSalz seestadt daheim XXVII 59 76

1892

streng eine reise in das land der MormormonenmornionenMornionmonenen XXIX berichtbericho der ober
hessischenhess ischen gesellschaftGesell schaft furflir natur and heilkundeHeil kunde zu GieglegieengieflengleengheenGieenplenflen

an account of a trip to utah by a german geologist streng
praises the mormonscormons and their city in the most flattering terms

1893

may karl die felsenburg deuischerdeutscher Haushausschalzhausschafzscharzschalz regensburg XX 1-

52 first installment republished in book form as recently as 1952 in
vienna and heidelberg

A still popular novel whose plot is provided by mormon harry
melton s attempts to force a group of immigrants to perform slave
labor inin a quicksilver mine

1895

walther J grobergroysergro8erGro iserySer salzsee und die mormonenMormonen jahresbericht des frank-
furter verkinsvereins turfurtuf Geoggeographicraphie und siatStattSlatsiarslatistikstattslikistikslik LVIILIXLVII LIX 189218951892 1895 3533

1896

die mormonenMormonen und die aufnahmeAufnahme des territoriums utah in den verbandherband
der vereinigten staatenslaatenStaaten lllustrierteillustrierte zeitung leipzig CVII no 2772
195196195 196

A news article reportlreportereportingng utah s admission into the union the
mormonscormons achievements are described in superlatives the salt lake
temple as the most beautiful church on the american continent
and utah as the western state with the highest standard of living

p 196

oppenheimer franz die siedlungsgenossenschaft leipzig

1897

mormonenjMormonemormonenjubilaumsnj ubiubl I1 dums becher illusirierlelllustrierte zeitung leipzig CIX no 2822
156

A short news article about the fiftieth anniversary of the saints
arrival in utah the official anniversary cup is the center of the
article

munzinger K in stadt und tempel der mormonenMormonen christlicheChrist liche welt
freiburg XI cols 991996991 996 1049511049 51 1069721069 72

the report of a trip to the mysterious city of the mormonscormons
col 992 in 1895 munzinger boasts of the mormonscormons achievements
the tabernacle is one of the world s greatest construction wonders
col 1069 but he is unsympathetic toward their beliefs and gives

mormon polygamy as a proof that fanatics and visionariesvision aries succumb
readily to sensuality col 1049

zur entstehungsgeschichteentsteliungsgeschichte des mormonismusMormon ismus adolf bruellabruells populirwissenpopularwissen
schafilicheschaftlicheschaft liche monatshlittermonatsblatter zur lehrungbelehrungBe ilberfiher das judentumJuden tum XVII no 8

204206204 206
an unsympathetic general account of mormonism written for

jewish readers contains an accurate synopsis of the book of mor-
mon stressing the fact that the subjects of the book were allegedly
members of the house of israel
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1898

lemcke H fahrtbahrt nach den mormonen kolonien in mexikomehiko export ber-
lin nos 182018 20

zaxtbaxt G einigeeenige christlichechrist liche sektenseeten des 19 jahrhunderts aidagogischespddagogisches
archevarchivdicuarch iv und centralorganCentralorgan furfusjus die interesseeinteresseninterInteinieressenetsess en des redisrealsrealschulwesenschulwes entens XL no
4 258264258 264

zaxtbaxt finds mormonism to be the most pernicious of all modern
sects

1899

ende A von vom prophetenProphepropheterten der mormonenMormonen das neue jahrhundertJahr hundert
cologne nos 48 50

oppenheimer franz die utopieutopia als thatsacheThatsache zeitschriftZeit schrift furffirauraufafir sozialwis
kenschaftsenschaftsen schaft berlin 11II 190- 2190202202

an attempt to prove an economic theory by quoting at length
from an article by william A smythe in the atlantic monthly nov
1896 utah is used as an example of an economic utopia

peregrin bei den heiligenheiligerHei ligen der letztenletzter tage deutsche volksstimmeVolks stimme organ
des abundesbundes der Deudeutschenischen bodenreformerBoden reformer berlin X 270276270 276

A short history of john sic smith and the church which he
founded four pages of quotations from the german hymnbook the
doctrine and covenants and other church writings are included

williams J the law of the book of mormon kosn7odikekosmodikeKosmo dike zeitung jurfur
den infernationaleninternationaleninternation dieualendifu rechisverkehrrechtsrerkehr frankfurt am main ppap 444544 45

1900

julien R das originaloriginalmanuskriptmanuskriptmanuscript der mormonenbibel leipziger tage
blatt und anzeigerAnzeiger no 511 sect 8

lienhard heinrich californiancalifornienCalifor nien unmiuelharumnittelbar rorvorzorzot und nach der entdeckung
des goldes zurich 318 ppap

an abridged version of the journal of a Sswisswiss pioneer who
crossed utah in 1846 two english translations which include the
utah section of his journal are from st louis to sutterssufSut terylers fort 1846
trans and ed erwin G and elisabeth K gudde norman okla-
homa 1961 and journal july 26 september 8 1846 trans and
ed dale L morgan utah historical quarterly XIX 1951 117-
176

poesche emma neue kolonienKolonien der mormonenMormonen deutsche mundschaurundschaurundschamruudRundschauscham fur
Geog6209geographicraphie und StalissfatStatstafstatisticstatistikstalisfikistiknikfik XXII 165172165 172

an objective accurate account telling about the edmunds act
and the manifesto and praising the latest mormon achievements in
colonization and irrigation

1902

katscher L neues von den mormonenMormonen universumUni versum leipzig XIX 135-
137

michaelis P W wer sind die heiligerheiligenHei ligen der letzterletztenletzlenletzler tage ein aufk1drendesaufkldrendes
wort uber den mormonismusMormonmoimojnoj monismusismus 2ndand ed bielefeld 23 ppap 3rdard ed die
Mormormonenmorjnonenmonenronen ein aufkldrendesaufklarendes wort ilkerfiherillet die heiligerheiligenHei ligen der letztenletzienkletzien tage
chemnitz 1909
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mormonenMormonen in deutschlanddeutschlandeDeutsch land Kirchkirchlichekirchlichcliche wochenschrift fur evangelischeevange lische chris-
ten berlin no 49 cols 776779776 779

A short history of latter day saint mission efforts in germany
together with a sarcastic rebuttal of certain mormon doctrines the
readers are warned that the mormonscormons are probably still practicing
polygamy and that english hymns are sung in german sunday
schools thus making conversionconversion to mormonism both morally objec-
tionabletionable and unpatriotic

milllermiiller hans die mormonen sekterekte bleuerbldlterblduer aurfuraut administrative praxis
munich LII 219222219 222

an interesting article instructing bavarian civil authorities how to
deal with the mormon problem infINImiillerfiller points out that mormon
meetings with the exception of family groups are prohibited by law
p 221 that mormonscormons can be refused the right to conduct re-

ligious services at cemeteries p 221 and that any foreign mis-
sionary can legally be expelled from bavaria p 222

weller gustav A baischefaischefalse he propheterprophetenProphe ten ein llortwortworfwottllott wider die motMorMornnotmorvmormonenmornzonenmonenzonenlonen bar-
men 16 ppap

1903

cassau carl die mormonenbrautmorinonenbraut erzahluiigerzhluiig berlin 136 ppap

gerbing H A die mormonenlehre imim aichlelichle des forles gonesgottes betrachtetbetrachlet
neu ruppin 8 ppap

lemcke heinrich fahrtbahrt nach den mormonen kolonien in mexikomehiko kolo
niale zeitschriftZeit schrift berlin IV 123125123 125 139142139 142

an interesting illustrated article containing a german visitors
impressions of two mormon colonies in mexico dublan and juarez
lemcke was not only impressed by his hosts mr pratt and heinrich
eyring but also by the accomplishments of the colonists

osthaus F E bei den mormonenMormonen die woche berlin no 36

pelt J R van mormonismusMormon ismus realencyklopidierealencyklopadie jurfur prolestantischeprotestantischeprotestant ische theol
ogie und kirche ed albert hauck 3rdard ed rev leipzig XIII 465478465 478

A fair frequently complimentary article in a prestigious german
evangelical encyclopedia

farnungwarnungWarnung vor den mormonenMormonen hamhurgischerhapnburgischer correspondent dec 22

1905

kalb ernst kirchen und keklensektenseklen derdrdef gegenwaitgegenwarlGegenwaltwaitwarlwalfwarr stuttgart 2ndand ed rev 1907
mormonsaformonscormonsMormons ppap 564590564 590

an evangelical pastor s refutation of the sects

1906

brentano H die heiligenheiligerHei ligen der letztenletzter tage beilage zur allgemeinen
zeitung munich no 256

1907

wilson albert edgar gemeinwirischaftgemeinwirtschaftGemein wirtschaft und unternehmungsformenunterfiehmungsformen im
mormonenstaalmormonenstaat diss leipzig 38 ppap reprinted in jahrbuchJahr buch jurfur gesetzge
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bung verwaltimgverwaltung und volkswirischaftvolkswirtschajt hnlin denDeuDcdeutschenischenutschen reich leipzig
XXXI no 3 1003561003 56

A dissertation for the university of berlin which treats mor-
mon communism tithing cooperative irrigation trade organizations
and capitalistic business ventures

1908

dick P Entscheidung der bundesgerichte in der mormonen angelegenheit
schweizer reformblatterreformbiditerReformblatter bern no 37 p 40

glasser J das geheininisgehe ianisimnis der mornionenmormonenMornionMornormonenen ainerikanischeamerikanischeAmerikanische kriminalerzhlungkriminalerzahlung
reutlingenreutlingerReut lingen 95 ppap

A trivial detective novel inin which two private detectives are
pitted against the order of the golden lion of utah the secret
society of the mormon leaders they free a kidnapped girl uncover
numerous other mormon crimes and escape to the east

das mormonentummorinonentum die sogenanniesogenannte kirche der heiligenheiligerHei ligen der kletzienletztenletzien tage
zurich

reinhold georg der alrealtediteniteaire und der neue glaube ein beilragbeitrag zur verteidigungverleidigung
des katholischenkathol ischen cbristentuinscbristeniums gegen seine modernennoderncnmodernermodmosernen gegner vienna xi

334 ppap 4thath ed rev regensburg 1924

zimmer von ulbersdorf G A gustav adolf zimmer unter den mor
monennonen inin utah mit behe sonderer berucksichtigungberiicksichfigung der deutschendeutchendeu tchen serangelievangelierangeli
schen missionsarbeitMissions arbeit GEtersgeeterslohgiiterslohgeterslohloh 130 ppap

A tirade against everything mormon written by a german
evangelical pastor and former missionary to the mormonscormonsMormons his ac-
count of the mission founded inin utah in 1902 by the german evan-
gelical church to christianize the mormonscormons is of special interest

1909

die ersten wiener mormonenMormonen zeltzeitzeir vienna july 23

mormonen staat wird aufgelostaufgelbst hamburger nachrichiennachrichten nov 23

1910

bornmann heinrich die deutschen im mormonenkrieg deutsch ameri
kanische geschichisblittergeschichtsblatter chicago X 147156147 156

the story of carl guth a member of the all german quincy
guard which was dispatched to nauvoo in the late summer of 1844
by governor ford

mormonen kirche und zuckertrustZucker trust neue zfiricherzuiicherzujZui icher zeitung feb 24

tiburtius franziska 24 stunden bei den heiligenheiligerHei ligen der letztenletzter tage die
frau monatsschriftmonatsschrijt furtur das gegesaintegesamtesainte frauen1ehenfrauenlebenFrauen leben undererunserer zeit XVII 213-
224

an account of the reception in salt lake city of a delegation of
seventy six participants in an international women s congress in tor-
onto mrs tiburtius found the salt lake women very cultivated

p 224 but mormon doctrine ridden by contradictions and ab-
surditiessurdi ties but still no more difficult to explain than other religious
phenomena of the nineteenth century such as christian science and
spiritualism p 224 her twenty four hours among the mormonscormons did
not allow time for careful research and her statements are not always
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accurate for example she claims that the victims of the mountain
meadows massacre were apostate families who hadnhaan t found satisfac-
tion among the latter day saints and who wanted to return to the
outside world p 221

zur entstehungsgeschichte des mormonentums hannoverscherHannover scher Kocourierkomierkourierutlerurierurief july
26

1911

gegen den mormonismusMormon ismus augsburger abendzeitungAbendzeitung oct 12

leonhard L mormonenMormonen in england frankfurter zeitung may 2

pasztor A ein besuch bei dem mormonen papst Betberlinerliner morgenpostMorgen post
nov 12

zimmer von ulbersdorf G A gustav adolf zimmer im schatten von
cormonsmormons tempel erzdhlungen aus der deutschen evangelischenevange lischen mission
hiin utah neukirchen 112 ppap

zustandeZustande im mormonenstaat deutsche tageszeitungTages zeitung april 25

1912

augstinaugitinaugistinAugitin landwirtschaftlandwirtschafLand wirtschaftt im staateskaate der mormonenmornionenMornionMor monenen deutsche landwirtschaft
liche pressepfeffe no 12

mormonen gefahr in deutchlandDeutch land nafionalzeitungnaiionalzeitung july 23

mormonen gefahrgefalir in deutschlanddeutschlandeDeutsch land post berlin july 24

meyer eduard I1ursprungr sprung und geschichte der motMoMormormonenmoimonenmonenimonen mitmilnylnyz exkursenEx kursen ilberfiber
die anfdnge des islimsislamsislami und des christenlumschrijtentuins halle a S vi 300 ppap

the standard work on mormonism in the german language
written by a distinguished historian an english translation origin
and history of the normous was published in salt lake city in 1961

scheurlenscheurleinScheur len paul die sefrenseslen der gegenwarthgegenwartGegenwart stuttgart 3rdard ed rev 1923 mor
mons ppap 161174161 174 4thath ed rev 1930

A study of modern sects by an evangelical pastor he recognizes
mormonism s temporal achievements but still considers it to be a
counterfeit of the religion of jesus christ ard3rd ed p 174

troeltschtroeltzsch ernst die soziallehren der christlichenchrist lichen kirchen und gruppen
Tilgilglitubingenbingen xvi 994 ppap

1913

basler madchen im mormonen land baslereasiereasler nachrichiennachrichten dec 10

hehnnhahnn robert amerikanischeAmerika nische schlenderiageschlendertageSchlender fagetagefdge eine reise in das land der
mormonenMor monen und zum yellowstone park bremen mormonscormonsMor mons ppap 344034 40

A german tourist s impression of salt lake city

1914

schroeder theodore der sexuelle antell an der theologietheologiaTheologie der mormonenMormonen
imago zeifZeitzelfzei1schriftzeitschriftschrift furjur anwendungAnwen dung der psychoanalyzepsychoanalysePsycho analyse auf die geisteswis
senschaften vienna III111 197204197 204

an explanation of allegeddeviantalleged deviant sexual behavior among mor
mons pederasty sadism polygamy sensualism through mormon
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theology the journal in which this article appeared was edited by
sigmund freud

1915

neuer mormonenbetrug christlicheChrist liche FreFreifrelfretheifreiheilfreiheihelfheiliheibelflael bonn XXX no 13

1921

grohl richard die adventistenAdvent isten und breihrelarelate lehren eine widerlegung der
advenlistischenadventistischenadventist ischen angriffeAngriffe gegen die katholischekathol ische kirche breslau 127 ppap
2ndand ed die heiligenheiligerHei ligen der letvenleivenleiben tage und die harjokatholhathohatholischekatholischelischeische kirche
ein buchlein farfurfyrjar wahrheiissuchendewahrheitssuchende habelschwerdtHabelschwerdt 1925 150 ppap

1922

graf paul licht oder irrlichtIrr licht widerlegung der gripgrifgrapgroperengriflerengrofro Perenlerenefrenpeten irrtilmerirrtfimerIrrtilmer moderner
keklensektenseklen graz

keller A der schutz der relireilreligiosenreligibsengibsenbigsen minoritatenminoritdtenMinori taten die eiche munich
X l45ff145ff

mormonenMormonen lehre und behrewehre LXII 426

schroderschreider oskar die religiose schwarmgeisterei in der gegenwarthgegenwartGege nwart M glad
bach 16 ppap

1923

heinen anton wie bekimbe kampfenpfen wir die schwarnzgeistigenscbwarmgeistigen srrStrstromungenstrmungenStro munsenmungen der
gegenwarthgegenwaitgegenwartGegenGege wuttwaitnwart M gladbach 15 ppap

klotzelkl6tzelkloetzelKl otzel C Z mormonenMormonen in deutschlanddeutschlandeDeutsch land leipziger tageblattTage blatt feb 23

lewis henry das illustrierte mississippithalMississipp itithaljalkaljai dargestelltdarges tellt in 80 nach der
nazurnaurnatur aufgenomnienenaufgenommenen amsAnsansichlenansichtenAnsichichlenfenten vom wasserfalle zu st anthony an bis
zum golf von mexico leipzig and florence

includes paintings of nauvoo

valk M H A van der zuyzur beurteilung des PropropheterprophetenprophelenProphepheleneentenefu der mormonenMor monen
joseph Ssmithnirh jun agyptologische phanlastereienphantastereien des mormonenpropheten
trans from dutch by A basedow leipzig viii 64 ppap

A critical examination of joseph smith as a translator valk makes
no attempt to hide his bias his principal purpose is to show that
the prophet of the mormonscormons was not called led and instructed
by god but was a servant of sin p 5 subjects discussed include
the fascimilesfasci miles of the characters from the gold plates and the illus-
trationstrations in the book of abraham this book is a greatly expanded
version of a corresponding section in valk s de profeetproject der mor
monen joseph smith jr kampen 1921

1925

algermissen konrad christlicheChrist liche septen und kirche christi hannover 4thath
ed rev konfessionskunde ein hanfHandhaufhandhuchhandbuchguchbuchhuchburbtuch der christlichenchrist lichen kirchen und
sektenkuidesektenkunde der gegenwarthgegenwartGege nwart 1930 7thath ed 1957 mormonscormonsMormons ppap 827842827 842

A standard catholic reference work by one of germany s lead-
ing churchmen algermissen recognizes the mormonscormons social and
economiceconomic achievements but still finds mormonism to be one of
the most perverted and most pernicious heresiesheresies ath4th ed p 734

benoit pierre der salzseeSalz see trans from french le lac saiesalesalgsuiesaigsaif by N collin
berlin 286 ppap the 1929 edition is entitled mormonenliehe
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boni josef modeanemoderne schwarmgeisterSchwarm geister st gallen 148 ppap

gerardi bernhard grundsdizegrundsatze und wege zur sekienhekimpfungsektenbekampfung wiesbadenwiesbaderWiesbaden

holzapfel P heribert die seetensekten inn deutschlandedeutschlandDeutschland dagestelltdargestelltDagesDarges tellt frfurjur das guthogutha
lische volk regensburg and munich 133 ppap

jungeblut rolf das gesellschaftliche system der mormonenMormonen diss frankfurt
am main villviliviiiviiivill f 115 ppap

1926

heimbucher max die neuzeitlichenneuzettlichen sefren klagenfurt

stocks auenkirchlicheau8enkirchliche gemeinschaften Evangelievangelischeseringelischessches deutschlandedeutschlandDeutsch land kirch
liche mundschaurundschauRundschau III111 259

1927

cohauszCohausz otto katholikikatholikKat holik was hast du an den dekiensektensekien steyl 32 ppap

lorenz arthur aus denidem lande der mormonenMormonen illustrierte zeitung
leipzig CLXVIIclxv11 no 4285 ppap 592593592 593

A complimentary general article with eight quality photographic
reproductions of scenicscenic attractions inin utah

mulert hermann konfessionskunde die christlichenchrist lichen kirchen und seetensekten
giessen 2ndand ed rev berlin 1937 xix 4 477 ppap

scheurlenscheurleinScheur len P das hejnekleineheine sektenbuchleinsekienbfichlein stuttgart 80 ppap

1928

algermissen konrad die mormonenMormonen oder die HeiHelhezheiligerheiligenhelligeniltenligen der letzterletztenleiven tage
hannover 76 ppap reprinted from christlicheChrist liche keklensektenseklen und kirche christi
1925

krawielitzki martin die mormonenMor monen blankenburg 12 ppap 2ndand ed 1931

mormonenMor monen in deutschlanddeutschlandeDeutsch land nalionalzeitungnationalzeitungNationalzeitung basel june 10

petrich hermann ungereunsere keklensektenseklen freikirchenFrei kirchen und weltanschauungsgesell
tchaschasc schaffenhaftenhaffenflen berlin 291 ppap

riemer martin wider die irrgeisterIrrgeister ein sektenbuchleinsektenbfichlein witten 110 ppap

1929

briefnerbrietnerBri etner burghard mormonenMormonen und medizinininnermedizinmanner vienna 170 ppap
the author expands a one day visit to utah into an entire

chapter in this narrative of a trip to america

unter den mormonenMormonen neue freie presse vienna sept 15

hensel rudolf amerika aus tagebuchblatterntagebuchblitern einer reise leipzig 288 ppap
also published under the title die neue welt ein amefikabuchaincrikabuch

lothar rudolf mormonenMormonen welt und wissen berlin XVI 747974 79

scheurlenscheurleinScheur len paul die mormonenMor monen die HeiHelhezheiligenhelligenheiligerligenilgen der delvenletztenlelven tage stuttgart
4 ppap

werner M R die mormonenMormonen kalnerkolnerkilnerkainer tugeTagetutetageblatttagehlatlblatt march 3311

wien pelchewelchepeiche freikirchenFrei kirchen seetensekten und auperkirchllaufserkirchlichenchen gemeinschaften sind
iniidirhuirnize kirchenkreiseKirchen kreise konigsberg pr gitigtatfgtitig konigsberg 19 ppap
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1930

busch johannes das sektenwesen uhlerunter hebe sonderer berilcksichtigungberifcksichtigung der
ernsten bihelforscherbibelfofscher enistehungentstehung dusAusdufaushreitungausbreitungbreitung und hauptirrtumerhauptirrtfimer bowiesowie
ffiderlegungwiderlegung und abwehrahwehr der modernermodernenmodernen sektierereisekilererei hildesheim 359 ppap

A roman catholic work against all christian sects the jehovah s
witnesses are busch s principal target but he does not hesitate to
throw frequent barbed comments at the mormonscormonsMormons

hundert jahre mormonenMormonen bund bern april 1

hundert jahre mormonentum neue zurccherzuricherziiricherZuricher zeitung april 13

die hundertjahrefeierhundertiahrefeler der mormonenMormonen reicksbotereichsboteReicksReichs koffbote berlin april 30

die hundertjalirefelerhunderljahrefeier der mormonenMormonen sackSachsarksdchsischesachsischesische stadtsstaatsstawsstamssrams zeitung dresden
april 22

kohler walther wesen und recht der sepresekle im religiosenreligi5sen legenlebenlehenleven deutsch
lands berlin 44 ppap

salomon E die botschaftbotschartBotschaft der jahrhunderte die wochewocbeivoche p 565563

sild E die heiligenheiligerHei ligen der letztenletzter tage schlesischeSchles ische zeitung breslau
march 26

1931

justus vielehevielehrVielehe der mormonenMormonen die aufkldrungaufklarung monaisschriftmonatsschrift furturtuf sexual
und lebensreformLebens reform berlin III111lil 285

rosslerossie julius aus der welfweltwellweitweilweir des mormonenlunismormonentums ein beilragbeitrag zum verstindnisverstandnisVerstandnis
der kirche jesu christi der heiligerheiligenHei ligen der letzterletztenlelzten tage neukirchen
95 ppap

sieben keklensektenseklen des VeiderVerdervelderveiderbensverderhensgensbenshenskens eine wahnungwarnungvarnung jirfurfir evangeevangeliselischehe christen 18th
ed wuppertalWuppertal eibElbelberfelderfel d 32 ppap

1932

geschichte und lehre der mormonenMormonen prager presse july 10

grohl richard die kirche jesu christchristi der heiligenheiligerHei ligen der letztenlezlenleelen tage mor
monen hildesheim 87 ppap

A book written to protect the catholic people from mormon
recruiting attempts p 8

koch anton sektenseeten in deutschlanddeutschlandeDeutsch land summon der zeit monalsschriftmonatsschrift jurfur
das geisteslebengelsteslebenGeiste sleben der gegenwarthgegenwartGege nwart CXXII 194202194 202

mormonenMormonen am salzseeSalzsee weferweser zeitungte trung bremen feb 9

1933

mayer F mormonenMormonen natur und geist dresden 1I 178182178 182

sander frank otto neitsch der mormone oder die ranch lmim tausend
quellen tal roman bremen 350 ppap 2ndand ed wildeshausenwindeshausenWildes hausen 1950

leers J von norwegenborwegenNorwegen und die mormonenfrage deutsche zeitung ber-
lin june 14

1937

christen kuno kirche und sefren 2ndand ed rev interlakenInter laken 105 ppap
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19381958

bousquet G H eine wirtschaftwirtschafthchewirtschaftlicheliche theokratie mormonenkirchemornionenkirche die
auslese Internationinternationaleinternationalsale zeitschrifienschauzerffi hrjftenschau XII 107983

1939

rees A C imlm lande der mormonenMormonen volkischeiv51kischerVolki schei beobachter berlin
april 15

1940
ponton josef die hezHeiHelherheiligerheiligenhelligenligen der lelzienletzthnwelzien tage roman stuttgart and berlin

515 ppap
ponton a prizewinningprize winning novelist depicts here an early ninenmeame

teenthsteenth century european sect which perhaps coincidentacoincidentalcoincidentallyilyllyliy shares
both its narnenamenime and certain beliefs zionism adventisinadventism and abstinence
from tobacco and alcohol with the american latter dryday saints

1941

bunzel LU die nebenkirchlichennebenlcirchhchen religiosenreligi6sen gemeinschaften schlesiens
fibuchjahrbuchjahrhibuchhi kuchbucheuch des verdinsveieinsvereins furturtuf schlesischeschles ische kirchengeschichiekirchengescbichte liegnitz XXVIxxv1
5710057 100

1948

hutten kurt die kirche jesu christichristl der heiligenheiligerHei ligen der letztenletzter tage fur
albeitarbeit und besinnungBesin nung kirchlichKJI ahlichchlich theologischetheolo gische halbmonaisschrifthalbmonatsschnft stutt
gart 11II 162 168 236239236 239 254264

1949

morn onenon en die kirche jesu chris ti daderdef heiligerheiligenHei ligen detdeider letten tage pansparis 17 ppap

1950

hutten kurt seferseher gaubergfubergrfihlerGfGr uteruberfihler Enthusiastenthhsiastenenthusiastenen sefrensektenseeten und religreligidsereligioselateidse sonder
geineinschaftengemeinschajten der gegenwarlgegenwaitgerenGegen warrwaitwarlwartwaif stuttgart yth ed rev 1958 mormonscormons
553590555590555090555553 ygo590

A reasonably accurate but unsympathetic general account of
mormon history and doctrine inin the standard german language pro-
testant study of religious sects

joseph smith Begrunder der mormonenMormonen religion Wweltivocheelteitwoche zurich
XVIII no 894 5

1952

auch mormonenMormonen leben unter uns christchiist und welt V no 39 14

A sympathetic portrayal of the mormon church inin germany
with emphasis on the latterdatter day saints missionary activities which
the author suggests are financed by the united states government

bertholet alfred and hans freiherr von campenhausenCampenhausen mormonenMormonen wor
terbuckteibuihterbuch deldeidersetjer Religionreligionenreligioneren stuttgart p 31

A short article which has little to say inin addition to the state-
ment that mormonism isis a religious socialist sect of the american
wild west

mormonenMormonen lexiconlexikon deydefseyde hathohatholischenkathnlischenlischen lebens ed wendelin rauch freiburg
cols 818819

A short uncomplimentary article example mormon doctrine isis
primitive polytheism built on a foundation of the materialistic glorifiglonfiglorifia
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cation of sexuality polygamy is an essential part of their belief
col 819

1953

blanke fritz wer sind die Mormormonenmcnmonenmonen zurich 20 ppap 2ndand ed 1955

lautensachlautensackLauten sach HernhermanniAnnlann das morinonenlandmormonenland als beispiel eines sozialgeographi
schen baumesraumes bonn 46 ppap

A superficial but objective sociological study

lebe wohl mormonenMormonen der spiegel VII no 3533 19

A history of polygamy in the mormon church from joseph
smith to short creek arizona written in der spiegellspiegelsSpiegels traditional
sarcastic style

die mormonenMormonen kirche und mann gutersloh VI no 2 5

schulte walter sektiererSektierer und schwarmgeislerschwarmgeisterSchwarm geislergeister psychialrischpsychiatrischpsychia trisch gesehenge sehen

1954

littel franklin H church and sect with special reference to germany
the ecumenical review VI no 3 262276262 276

an important essay on the difference between church and
sect to the german mind A german translation appeared in

6kumenischeokumen ische mundschaurundschauRundschau III111ili no 2 excerpts were printed in zeitzeilzeltzellzeir
wende sept ppap 631633631 633

meinhold peter die anfangealfange des amerikanischen geschichtsbewustseinsgeschichtsbewuatseins
saeculum V no 1 658665 86

meinhold sees in mormonism the beginning of american histori-
cal consciousness

schattenmannSchatten mann paul profetprufetpriifet die geisterGeistcr vonvanvauvou allerlei dekiensekien und religiosenreligi5sen
sondergeneinschaftensondergemeinschaften der gegenwartgegenwarthGegenwart rothenburg 75 ppap

siedenschnurSiedenschnur giinthergunther kleiner sekienkatechismussektenkatech ui mus gutersloh 32 ppap

die verheiungverhei8ungVerheiverhel ung bleibtbleidt ihnen lebendig wird utah ein mormonen staat
bleiben Deudeutscheische zeitung und wirtschaftszeiiungwirtschaftszeitung IX no 65 3

impressions of a german visitor to salt lake city with special
reference to mormon economic and political power in utah

1955

blanke fritz kirchen und dekiensektensekien fugierfuhierffihrer durch die religi5senreligiosen gruppen der
gegenwarthgegenwartGege nwart zurich mormonscormonsMormons p 91 3rdard ed rev 1959

eggenberger oswald wie beutbeurbeurteiltbeurmiltmilt mainaivayvacanenemaneneinaneineneinenene seklersekteseklep zurich 32 ppap

die mormonenMormonen Orientiorientierangorientierungerang katholischeKathol ische blotter farfur weltanschauliche in-
formation zurich XIX 193195193 195

1956

horsley andrew burt die en1wicklungentwscklung und das system des mormonischenmonnonischenMormonMonnon ischen
erziehungswesenserziehungsuesens voraussetzungen und leistungenlerlei stun geugenfeu diss miinstermeinster iv
188 ppap

A doctoral dissertation written by a former supervisor of semi-
nary teacher training at brigham young university the first third of
this study traces the theological roots of the mormon philosophy of
education the second third deals with the lives and contributions
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of three mormon educators karl G maeser john A widtsoewldtsoeWidtsoe and
john T wahlquist the last third examines the mormonscormons and
utah s achievements in education

hutten kurt warum bluhenbl6henblumen die sektenseetenSekten der mundigemfindigemondige christ ed
heinrich giesen et al stuttgart ppap 327332327 332

A protestant theologian s explanation of the popularity and
vitality of various sects including the mormonscormonsMormons the sects small
congregations their emphasis on the participation of the laity and
their emotional approach to religion spontaneous testimony bearing
etc are significant factors maintains hutten but most important
he claims is their ability to guarantee their adherents salvation

die mikrofilmarbeit der genealogischen gesellschaftGesell schaft der kirche jesu christichristchristl
der heiligenheiligerHei ligen der letztenletzter tage der arcalarchlarchivalvar mitteilungsblattmilleilungsblatt furfyrfarjar
deutscheldeutschesdeutsc hes archivwesen dusseldorf XIX cols 777977 79

A report furnished by the church of the history and scope of
latter day saint microfilmingmicro filming activities

schreiber hermann and georg schreiber hystenmysten maurer und mormonenMor monen
geheimbundegeheimhynde inin 4 lahriausendenjahrtausenden vienna 320 ppap

in spite of the promising title this volume devotes less than
three pages of text to the mormonscormonsMormons sandwiched within a discussion
of the ku klux klan

1957

hutten kurt et al die einheiteinheii der kirche und die seffen zollikon zurich
128 ppap

hutten kurt die glaubensweltGlauben swelt des sektierers das sektentum als antireforma
to rische confessionkonfession sein ansprucbanspruchanspauchAn spruch und seine trag5dietragodieTragodie hamburg 148 ppap

an evangelical theologian s attempt to explain the formation and
vitality of various christian sects the mormonscormons find frequent men-
tion

mormonenMormonen ein leerer tempel malerialdienstmaterialdienstMaterialdienst ldngsschnitt durch die geis
tigen stromungenstr5mungenStro mungen der fragen der gegenwarthgegenwartGegenwart stuttgart XX 214215214 215
275

wieser gottlob die mormonenMormonen und das amerikanischeamerika nische sendungsbewu3tseinsendungsbewuatsein
Kirchenkirshenblattkirchcnblattkirchenblattflattblattfiatt jurfur die reformierteyeformierte schweiz CXIII 268269268 269

1958

mormonenMormonen materialdienstMaterial dienst ldngsschnitt durch die geigelgeistigenfeistgeiststigenigen stromungenstr5mungenStromungen und
fragen der gegenwarthgegenwartGegenwart stuttgart XXI 105107105 107 189190189 190 252

siedenschnurSieden schnur G mormonenMormonen evangelischesEvangeli sches kirchenlexikon kirchlich
theologischestheologi sches handwjrterhuchhandworterbuch ed heinz brunotte and otto weber
gottingeng6ttingenrottingenGot tingen 11II cols 1453551453 55 2ndand ed 1962

1959

bodensieck julius mormonism fyrfirfur kirche und recht festschriftFest schrift fur
johannes heckel zum 70 gehurtstaggeburtstag ed seigfried grundmann cologne
ppap 304312304 312

A survey of mormon history and doctrine in english boden-
sieck exposes joseph smith s moral laxness and devotes consider-
able space to polygamy which he claims was caused by the nomadic
life in camps p 312
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ingber edmundo elneinem volk baut seine lebenskraftLebenskraft auf der wendepunktendepunktWendewl ende punkt im
leben und leiden erlenbach zurich and frankfurt am main XXXVI
543546543 546 1960 7107 10 485248 52 9810298 102 139143139 143

rothenberg friedrich samuel christseinChrist sein henieheuleheuiebeulebeutehenre kassel mormonscormonsMormons 11II 221

verderbliche irrlehrenIrrlehren witten 48 ppap

1960

algermissen konrad die mormonenMormonen das sektenwesen der gegenwarthgegenwartGegenwart
aschaffenburg ppap 304730 47

A critical treatment by a roman catholic authority on christian
sects algermissen s work not only suffers from extreme bias but also
from careless research example following the death of the last
president 0 mckay who had taken office in 1945 henry D moyle
was elected first president by the quorum of twelve apostles p
45

eggenberger 0 mormoneninformonenMorINformmonenonen die religion in gescbichtegeschichte und gegenwarthgegenwartGegenwart
handw5rterhuchhandworterbuch fur theologiatheologieTheologie und religionswissenschaft 3rdard ed rev
Tillutiitubingenbingen IV cols 113811411138 1141

A reasonably objective general account

heine E die mormonenMormonen der lutheranerLuthe raner zeltZeitzelfzeitblatterzeitbldtterblatter firfurjurjir evangelisch
lutherischeluthe rische gemeindergemeindenGeme inden in deutchlandDeutch land frankfurt am main XIV 717271 72

an attempt to show that certain mormon teachings are not in
harmony with the bible

hutten kurt mormonenMormonen WeltWeliweitveltveitweltkirchenwelikirchenkirchen lexiconlexikonLexikon handhuchhandbuchHand juchbuchhuchiurakuraauch der 6kumene
stuttgart cols 979980979 980

A short uncomplimentary article

pietz reinhold die authorityauthoritatauthoritw der heiligenheiligerHei ligen schrift in den seiten der gegen
warrwartwaft gottingeng6ttingenrottingenGottingen mormonscormonsMormons ppap 8108 10 262726 27

A scholarly study of the position of the bible in a number of
sects

1961

bartz wilhelm die mormonenMormonen kirche jesu christi der heiligenheiligerHei ligen der
letztenletzter tage paulinus triererthierer bistuynsblaitbistumsblatt LXXXVII no 26 11 no
2277 11 no 2288 11

grundler johannes lexiconlexikonlexihon der christlickenchristlichenChristlChrist lichenicken kirchen und seetensekten vienna
freiburg and basel mormonscormonsMormons 1I 326335326 335 11II 1194951194 95

one of the most objective general treatments to have appeared
in german

1962

algermissen konrad mormonenMormonen lexiconlexikon furjur theologiatheologieThe ologie und kirche ed
josef hofer and karl rahner 2ndand ed rev freiburg VII cols 638640638 640

A short general article in the standard german language roman
catholic encyclopedia

Brbrutschiltschlitsch charles was haben wir von den mormonenMormonen zu halten zurich
4488 ppap

christiani die sekterekte der mormonenMormonen katholischerKathol ischer digest Internationinternationaleinternationalsale
kaiholischekalholische afonaisrundscbaumonatsrundschau XVI 830836830 836

A catholic priest s explanation with strong traces of fawn
brodie of joseph smith and of present mormon vitality the cen
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sure is mild and there are even a few condescending compliments
but a number of errors mar the article which first appeared in the
french EccIeeccleecclesiasiayiayla

essinger helmut die mormonenMormonen Gladgiadgladbeckglambeckgladbeckwestfalenbeck westfalenWest falen 39 ppap

hutten kurt mormonenmissionare ziehenzlehensiehenzleben durchsdurcho land evangelischerEvang elischer di-
gest stuttgart IV no 8 374337 43

A prominent evangelical theologian s attempt to warn european
christians about certain dark points p 40 which are omitted by
the admittedly impressive mormon missionaries his most important
disclosures the existence of a mormon splinter group which even
won the allegiance of the first prophet s son and the practice of
polygamy which was given up only under force from the civil
government this article originated in the sonntagsbiattsonntagsblatt jurfur die evan-
gelise h lutherischeluthensc he kirche inin bayernbaybuy on

die MorMorimorlmormonenmorinonenmonennonen shimmenstimmen der zeifzeitzelfzeltzeir monaisschriftmonatsschrift turfurtuf das geisteslehengeisteslebenGeiste sleben der
gegenwarthgegenwartGege nwart freiburg im breisgauBreisgau CLXX 133135133 135

an accurate and objective thumbnail sketch of mormon history
and belief but one which ends on a pessimistic note the author sees
great danger in the development of an influential american messionbession
ism

spuller adele kirche jesu christi der heiligenheiligerHeiligen der ietztenletztenletzter tage der
groblegfof3egrofle entschlu8entschlupEntschluP monalsschriftmonatsschrift futfurjut lebendigerlebendigesleben diges ChristenchristentumchrislentumchrlsChris lentumrumtum vienna
XVII no 1 172178172 178

1963

bartz wilhelm F illscheilschefaische Propheprophetenpropheterten jecovasjehovas zeuren die neuapostolischen
die siebentenslebenten tags adventisten die mormonenmornionenMornionMornor monenen kirche jesu christi der
heiligerheiligenHei ligen der delvenletztenlelven tage loth ed rev trier 63 ppap

apparently the first edition of this book to include a section on
the mormonscormonsMormons

das wachstumwachsturnWach stumsturn der mormonenkirche kirshenblattkirchenblattKirchen blatt jurfur die reformiertereformierle
schweiz CXIX 5615756 157

1964

renker Z ferdinand krenzer ungereunsere bruder in den septen die mor
monen limburg 53 ppap

1965

gluckgleckgieckaleck frankfurter allgeineineallgemeine zeitung march 11

an essay on happiness written around a personal encounter
with mormon missionaries

1966

um sechsbechs uhr aus dem bett zweitausend junge mormonenMormonen beimbeirnbelm freud
echo 66 frankfurter allgeineineallgemeine Zezeitungilung aug 1

A report of the church s second european youth conference
in one of germany s most prestigious national newspapers this
event was also given considerable publicity in local newspapers
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JAMES R CLARK ed messages of the first presidency III111lil
salt lake city bookcraft inc 1966 401 ppap 4504.50450

in compiling the official messages of the first presidency
of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints dr james
R clarkdarkoark has provided a unique perspective for the study of
mormon history that will be of great value to layman and
scholar alike

this volume consists of 104 documents covering that tran-
sitionalsitional period of church history from 1885 to 1901 the flow
of events is easily followed by their chronological presentation
and an excellent fifty seven page index provides opportunity
for topical study as well the reader is well rewarded to con-
sider the explanatory notes that accompany each message
which include references for further reading and quotations
from significant primary sources such as the journals of L
john nuttall john M whitaker and wilford woodruff

the first eleven items cover the final two and one half years
of the life of president john taylor at that time he and other
church leaders were living in exile due to the intensity of
the antiantlanilantipolygamypolygamy crusade five of these messages were de-
livered to the saints in general conference in the absence of
their church leaders

there are sixty nine documents listed during the administra-
tion of president wilford woodruff including those pertinent
to the solution of the plural marriage issueissue and the political
realignment of the church

the concluding twenty four messages cover the three year
term of president lorenzo snow one third of these deal with
financial matters of the church the reformation of which was
the prime task of his administration

the lack of reference to the polygamy question in the
period of lorenzo snow is noticeable inasmuch as it was the
subject of an official statement by that church leader on janu-
ary 8 1900 rumors were that the church was insincere in
abandoning the practice of plural marriage in 1890 and that

95
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polygamists were still violating the law pertaining to unlawful
cohabitation in his statement president snow noted that

the church has positively abandoned the practice of poly-
gamy nor does the church advise or encourage unlawful
cohabitation

in this same regard it may be suggested that the quotation
of part of president snow s may 8 1899 discourse at st
george utah pertaining to the law of tithing might logically
be extended to include his solemn statement concerning the
abandonment of the practice of plural marriage

two other messages that were overlooked in this period
are noteworthy the first is a statement by president woodruff
pertaining to the church and politics issuedissued october 19 1895
which is a precursor to the political manifesto of april
1896 in which he states that the holding of a church position
11 does not require any man to give up his political
principles

the second is a letter sent by president woodruff at the
request of the new york world in july 1897 that appeared
in an article entitled fifty years of mormonism in america
among other things the president described his entrance into
salt lake valley with brigham young

when we arrived at the spot where we could have a good
view of the valley he wished me to turn the carriage which
I1 did so that he could look without obstruction when the
door was opened on the side after gazing on the valley for
a while he said that will do drive on this is the place
I1 have seen this valley before in vision

A few other messages of rather minor importance have been
overlooked such as the call in 1892 for a special day of
thanksgiving the reaffirmation on october 15 1892 of the
deseret news as the official organ of the church and the
announcement of a special memorial day in honor of the dead
of the warship maine on july 16 1898

several messages have been listed and briefly described that
were not available for publication at this time one of these
was written to marriner W merrill president of the logan
temple january 23 1889 directing him to discontinue plural
marriages this letter provides a significant clue to the question
of the actual terminal date of the practices which arises from
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the statement of wilford woodruff in the 1890 manifesto
wherein he denied that any such marriages had been solemnizedsolemnizer
during the preceding year as alleged in the utah commission
report of that year

of slight annoyance in this volume is over fifty typo-
graphical errors the most serious being the transtranspositionposition of
one line of type from its place on page 310 to a place four
lines further in the text A note in the preface indicates that
a desire to preserve the character of the original documents
appears to increase the number of errors such errors however
could properly be noted by a literary device to distinguish
them from later additions

it may be further noted that the statement on political
policy found on pagepage 233 which was apparently taken from
B H roberts A comprehensive history 0off the church is

missing a rather lengthy introductory sentence when compared
with the original in the deseret news of march 25 1892

these faults in no way detract from the intrinsic value of
this book and certainly dr clarkdarkoark is to be commended for his
highly significant contribution

dean C jessee
church historian s office
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ROLLO MAY psychology and the human dilemma
princeton N J D van nostrand co 1967 221 ppap 2952.95295

dr may a psychologist and author of such previous books
as the meaning of anxiety and mans search for himself is
a supervisory and training analyst at the william alanson
white institute of psychiatry psychology and psychoanalysis
as well as an adjunct professor in the graduate college of arts
and sciences new york university

the fourteen chapters which comprise this book are in
fact a series of separate essays which have their origins in
lectures articles etc produced during the last twelve years
these are grouped into four major sections 1 1 our contem-
porary situation 2 sources of anxiety 53 psychotherapy
and 4 freedom and responsibility there is no index and
the only bibliography is in the form of a section at the end of
each chapter called notes Wherewhere several references are listed
with a few of the author s comments

in reading this book this reviewer was impressed by the
clear and lucid style in which may presented his ideas may is

not tendentious confused or trying to impress but rather
straightforward and direct while he is unacquainted with
the reliareligiousbiouslous life and obviously lives in an intellectual world
which sees religion or religious commitment as having little
relevance to the twentieth century his vision of man isis basically
open minded nondogmatic reflective and subject to change if
given sufficient evidence however one example of his intel-
lectual provincialism is seen p 73 where he speaks of
the anxiety which the threat of death offers unless one
holds beliefs in immortality which are not common in our cul-
ture anyone who reads the gallup poll knows that the
majority of american people believe in immortality and life
after death and rollo may s comment above tells us more
about his values and those of his associates and patients rather
than people in general in our culture

while dr may speaks from the viewpoint of a psychologist
and psychopsychotherapisttherapist the issues and topics he discusses have
relevance and significance for all persons concerned about
man s role in the universe of things and his struggle and
search for identity for that person with the security of a
strong religious commitment this book will give a glimpse into
another world the soul of the man without roots with shift
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ing or dissolving values or in short the existentialist As our
society becomes increasingly secularized this kind of man and
his kind of personal problems will become and are becoming
increasingly epidemic dr may analyzes such current social
problems as the student riots at berkeley and the dependence
on drugs tranquilizers LSD etc and considers these be-
haviors as often inadequate ways of coping with our age of
anxiety he believes as does this reviewer that anxiety
and guilt are extremely important prerequisites to change that
values and valuing are essential for mental health as are
honesty with self self insight courageous facing of flaws and
shortcomingsshort comings and self commitment to healthy rational goals
concerning the almsaimsaimsalms of psychotherapy he states that we should
no longer be seduced by the ubiquitous idea of adjustment
the true goal should be the full confronting of one s own
existence even though in doing this one may be less adjusted
to society and may well carry more consciousconscious anxiety this is
something most latter day saints may well contemplate as the
values of their religion become increasingly disparate from a
society and culture which are radically changing he states in
many different ways that freedom can never be separated from
responsibility he expresses concern about the increasing sexual
promiscuity of our age where sex isis often used in the service
of security to overcome one s own apathy and isolation sex is
something we can do when we run out of conversation it is
the substitution of bodily intimacy for personal relationship
promiscuous sexuality is frequently a neurotic way of coping
with anxiety it leads to increased depersonalization and aliena-
tion not love growth fulfillment etc

his chapters at times are a little redundant he differ-
entiatesentiates neurotic and normal anxiety a number of times but
this is not overdone and I1 do not see it as any major flaw
with regard to the unconscious he tries to have his cake and
eat it too by both minimizing it and still saying it is important
this probably reflects some of his own unresolved conflicts in
trying to be an existentialist and psychoanalyst at the same
time I1 can see this book being used as a supplementary text in
classes inin philosophy psychology or religion and would in
general recommend it as being sober well balanced stimulat-
ing and relevant to the abovementionedabove mentioned fields

victor B cline university of utah
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HAROLD SCHINDLER orrin potPorposterroporterropotterporterterRorockwellckwellweilweli man of god
son of thunder salt lake city utah university of utah
press 1966 400 ppap illustrations bibliography and index
7507507.50

almost anyone who has heard anything about mormon
history has heard of porter rockwell the legend of this man
stands at the pinnacle of mormon folklore harold schindler
has undertaken the difficult perhaps even impossible task
of attempting to uncover the facts of a life so shrouded by
myth and mystery and to interpret them in a way which will
give meaning to the man and his work

rockwell was a man who was loved and hated with equally
extreme passion he was a man to whom dedication to his
church meant more than all else his epitaph said that he was
brave and loyal to his faith true to the prophet jos smith
rockwell was one of the early converts to the church and an
early friend of the prophet after his birth in massachusetts
and his move to new york he endured with the saints the
persecutions of independence and far west as well as those
of nauvoo rockwell was a danite in missouri though not a
leader indeed he was such a minor figure that his missouri
career is often difficult to follow and schindler s account is
often conjectural in nauvoo he was a close friend to joseph
one of his bodyguards and the man who rowed him to iowa
to begin the abortive journey to the rocky mountains after
joseph s murder rockwell was involved in the war which
raged between the mormonscormons and gentiles of hancock county

after being acquitted on murder charges which grew out
of the hancock county war rockwell joined the saints on
their move west he was a member of the advance party which
entered the salt lake valley in july 1847 after his arrival in
utah rockwell lived and carried on business at several places
including salt lake city point of the mountain and tooelethoele
county

he participated in the utah war as a leader of a guerilla
band and died in 1878 while under indictment for murders
which took place during that war

though schindler s work is good especially as a life and
times account it raises in the mind of this reviewer several
questions the author presents quotations from a number of
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authors using the term danitescanitesDanites and other related terms but
he never really comes to grips with the problem of the existence
of danitescanites in utah territory indeed the bulk of the evidence
which schindler presents would tend to contradict the view
that such an organization existed in utah he gives a great
deal of credence to the statements of a pseudonymous achilles
whose book the destroying angels ofof Mormonmormondomsonzdonz purports
to be a sketch of the life of rockwell schlinder sets as his goal
the history of a myth a folk legend not less than the history

of a man p 10 he has attempted to judge the accuracy of
the sources but the reader is left at the end without knowing
where 0 P rockwell the man ends and old port the folk
legend begins it is clear that schindler does not believe some
of the extreme accounts such as those of fitz hugh ludlow
but he presents on the unsubstantiated word of achilles and
others accounts of rockwell s alleged complicity in murders
including those of an old lady and a negro

on the other hand schindler s evidence that rockwell
may have been responsible for the murders for which he stood
indicted at the time of his death appp 27379273 79 appears fairly
reliable even here however some questions are raised in the
reviewer s mind what was rockwell s motive for the acts
the author suggests the theft of the money being carried by
the men appp 271 and 273 but rockwell s whole pattern of
life as schindler has painted it would contradict the assumption
that such a motive would appeal to rockwell the murders
took place during the utah war but schindler presents little
to suggest that the war itself or even the reformation which
was going on at the time might have played a significant part
in the murders

schindler is convinced that rockwell was probably guilty
of the attempted assassination of lilburn W boggs here the
principal evidence is rockwell s presence near independence
at the time and a report by wilhelm W wymetal that patrick
E connor said that rockwell told him he had shot boggs
schindler says that rockwell did not lie appp 798079 80 if
as schindler says rockwell did not lie how does one explain
rockwell s assertion that he was seven miles north of inde-
pendencependence on the night of the crime appp 848584 85 there are a
number of other problems with schindler s evidence it is dif-
ficult to determine how rockwell could have escaped indict
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mehrwentment for the crime had there been a shred of evidence against
him the argument that rockwell might have been trying to
fulfill prophecy p 72 is specious rockwell should have
been aware according to joseph smith s own statement that
everything which the prophet said was not to be taken as the
word of god

schindler has covered the available primary evidence quite
thoroughly and it is not from his lack of research that
lacunae remain in rockwell s career the account of his
activities in missouri is sketchy and were it not embellished
by description of the general situation there would be
little to say of rockwell except that he lived there with his
family and operated a ferry in spite of his thorough research
in contemporary records schindler has left out of consideration
some more recent accounts which might have helped supply a
general picture of many problems norman furniss account
of the mormon conflict is not cited dallin oakes article in
the utah law review on the nauvoo expositor case might
have thrown more light on the state s case against joseph
smith gustive 0 larson s article in the utah historical quart-
erly on the reformation of the late 1850 s might have helped
in interpreting that period also in the opinion of this reviewer
schindler s discrimination in the use of anti mormon sources
is often questionable nevertheless because of the depth of
primary research and in spite of its shortcomings this ac-
count will undoubtedly stand for some time as the standard
volume on the subject

thomas G alexander
brigham young university
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ROBERT H MALAN B H robertsroberta A biography salt
lake city deseret book company 1966

toward the end of his life brigham henry roberts ex-
pressed the thought that what he had said and done was not
important enough to warrant the publication of a biography
however roberts partially justified dictating his memoirs by
saying that he wanted to prevent someone from just half doing
the story of his life the experiences elder roberts had are
more thrilling and important than he believed he wasws a man
who loved hated sorrowedsorrowersorrowed rejoiced and passionately lived
a man with few close friends who spent much of his time by
himself alone he walked the streets of english villages at the
age of five virtually alone he crossed the plains at ten alone
he served many missions and almost alone he fought against
prohibition when a large number of his colleagues favored
curtailing the sale of liquor his only really intimate associate
was a man who was nearly his opposite J golden kimball

B H roberts fought a valiant though vain fight to have
the church represented at the world s parliament of religions
held in chicago in 1893 when this parliament denied his
request he went to the public press in an efeffortfort to win support
for the cause of the church he verbally fought in the halls
of congress for the right to take his seat as the representative
from utah and his speeches on that occasion are filled with
feeling and emotion revealing the certainty he had that his
religious beliefs were the major cause for this rejection he
campaigned for many years on behalf of democratic candidates
running for territorial state and national offices and one
can feel the strong willed passion of a man who believed in
his political party

on his many missions he preached wrote and energetically
proclaimed the convictions of his heart that joseph smith
had seen god and that the gospel had in fact been restored
his early life of hunger poverty and longing for love and
acceptability the fact that he believed himself deformed and
his almost overwhelming compulsion to learn to read all
graphically portray the reality of the man his often tender
yet sometimes almost tragic journey across the plains with a

teenageteen age sister arouses compassion in the souls of those who
can identify with him his learning0 to read and write the fact
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that he published over twenty books before his death and his
rise from meager beginnings to the leading councils of his
church all make a thrilling success story that has few if any
equals inin american lore

malan s book began as a master s thesis in history at utah
state university it is unfortunate that the author did not have
access to the three volume memoirs of roberts dictated just
before his death which are as yet unpublished 1 these volumes
cast a bright light on roberts feelings thoughts and personal-
ity in the preface malan states roberts was a soldier states-
man striking individual personality whose iron will enabled
him to advance and succeed largely because of malan s

deficiencies in style and scholarship that kind of roberts fails
to appear the author has attempted too much and devoted too
few pages to what needed to be written it is almost impos-
sible to record the life of as colorful a man and as prolific an
author as B H roberts in just a few more than one hundred
and twenty pages

malan s treatment of plural marriage reveals little depth
of scholarship he mentions several of roberts public dis-
courses and published writings but frequently spends too little
time with their content the reader often wonders what roberts
really said or wrote it is also unfortunate that roberts stands
on prohibition women suffrage mormon theology and the
authority of the seventies were not discussed in greater detail
other facets of roberts life such as his family problems his
ability and reliability as a historian and his political difficulties
could have been probed in greater depth if more attention had
been given to developing the historical situation in which
roberts lived the book would have been much better

perhaps the greatest redeeredeemingredeeminorminor quality of this work is the
fact that no other biography of roberts has appeared it does
fill a need and one can glean much valuable material from this
short volume in all fairness to the author it should be said that
the master s thesis from which it is adapted is far superior to
the published biography

there still needs to be a major study made of brigham
henry roberts a work that will somehow make him a living

dr truman madsen professor of philosophy at brigham young uni-
versityversity is inin the process of writing a complete biography of roberts based
on these memoirsmemoirs
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vibrant being one that will portray his good qualities and his
bad his victories and his defeats his loves and his hates such a
biography must relate his life to mormon history and the
world in which it took place for this is one of the most fas-
cinatingcina ting stories of any age or people perhaps roberts has not
been dead long enough for the task to be done yet it seems
sad that so great a man who lived such a life of struggle
cannot be captured on the printed page so that all latter day
saints can thrill cry laugh and love with him not a perfect
man by any means but a great man just the same malan
fails and the need remains

kenneth W godfrey
institute of Relirellreilreligionvionaionvlon
stanford university
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LEONARD J ARRINGTON beet sugar in the west A hist-
ory of the utah idaho sugar company 189119661891 1966 seattle
university of washington 1966 234 ppap

from studies of economiceconomic pioneering on the mormon fron-
tier to a history of the sugar beet industry mostly in the twen-
tieth century is not so large a leap as might at first appear
professor arrington who established a considerable reputa-
tion in the first area before moving to studies of more recent
economic developments in the rocky mountain west shows
the LDS church to have been a moving force in the sugar
beet industry from the establishment of the first successful
intermountain processing plant at lehi utah in 1891

beet sugar inin the west isis more than a company history
and less onbalanceunbalanceon balance this appears a gain one interested in a
detailed review of the utah idaho sugar company in terms of
adminstrativeadmidstrativeadministrative organization personnel and procedures will not
find it in this book though many key people are mentioned
methods and problems of capital acquisition are reviewed and
aspects of sugar technology company relations with beet grow-
ers agricultural and mechanical research affecting the in-
dustry and the vicissitudes of the sugar market are explored
if west in the title be defined as the area between the
rockies and the sierras then the book s title is a better indica-
tion of its scope than the subtitle a broad and useful survey
of the beet sugar story from seed production and nematode
fighting to tariffs and government policies is arranged around
U and I1 as the institutional center

although the book is short only 175173 pages of text plus
appendices arrington brings in enlivening details like the
five satakesmatakesSatakes japanese interneesinternees at delta utah who thinned
151131 acres of beets in the spring of 1942 a statistic to produce
groans of admiration from any with childhood memories of
endless hours in the fields the drama in the fight against

blight and in the company s fight against bankruptcy in the
post world war I1 price collapse from 23255725.57235757 cents in 1920 to
1.81181 cents in 1921 is suggested in connection with the latter
crisis the energetic courtship of war finance corporation
loans by senator reed smoot and LDS president heber J
grant illustrates that historically the mormon attitude toward
govermentalgovernmentalgovermental aid programsI1

has been ambivalent
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the book is well illustrated with photographs and maps
and the extensive appendices include the officers and directors
of the utah idaho sugar company and its predecessors brief
histories of all the factories owned and operated by the com-
pany and its predecessors and tables of U and I1 price and
production data balance sheets stock and bond quotations
profit and loss statements and a historical record of earnings
are not provided

beet sugar inm the west isis a well written and informative
treatment of its theme useful for reference as well as for its
contribution to regional economiceconomic and business history

richard D poll

brigham young
ZD university
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CLINTON F LARSON the mantle of the prophet and
other plays salt lake city deseret book company 1966
3505503503.50

ever since I1 began reading clinton F larson s poems I1
have expected much of him each time new products of his pen
appeared when I1 heard that he was writing verse plays and
having them staged here and abroad I1 admired him also for
his courage to write poetry drama in an unpoetic age is
hazardous to write religious plays is even more venture-
some many persons in a young zealous church might be ex-
pected to view with uneasiness the efforts of an imaginative
writer dealing with the most cherished and awe inspiring
events in scripture or church history the essence of creativity
being freedom to create the creative writer must be granted a
generous latitude this freedom presents both poet and critic
with problems for the poet the question is how valid is my
intuition the critic similarly should question any criteria that
offer themselves As karl jaspers suggested an innovation can
scarcely be judged adequately for it is part of the future that
is coming into being we need time to determine which creative
works are to be discarded and which woven into our tradi-
tions Is the creative artist to be rated on rigorous fidelity to
sacred writing and authoritative history or on his creative-
ness can the word which is often beyond words be voiced
in individual ways that depart from customary expression

so much for difficulties which dr larson faced as he
wrote the mantle of the prophet and the other dramas in the
volume in one sense however his problem was eased by the
fact that we cannot compare these plays with broadway or
hollywood drama but must see them in a class by themselves
they do not belong in the category of secular verse drama of
the elizabethan period or our own rather we must examine
them as potential religious experiences dr larson wished to
use the vivid devices of the theatre to lift significant moments
out of the matrix of print and give them compelling life on
the stage but these moments are those of spiritual crisis and
we cannot lose sight of that fact

because the playwright has chosen to workvork within the scope
of relatively few words and because his audiences will for the
most part know a

I1
good deal about his subjects he can employ
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a highly concentrated or elliptical treatment since many of his
characters already possess substance and color in the viewers
memories he can venture to recall traits or suggest salient
features with a few evocative strokes he accomplishes moti-
vation in the same rapid manner

how do the plays rate as potential religious experiences
they are I1 imagine highly effective nonmembersNonmembers of the
church would probably need a bit of preparation except for
mary of nazareth which could be done through an introduc-
tory talk or an explanatory preface in the program otherwise
a playclayilayliay such as the brother of jared might seem overcrypticovercryptic and
unfocused until the rays begin to concentrate on the climax
but for persons with some degree of preparation most of the
plays particularly the mantle of the prophet should afford
spiritual experiences of a high order moreover they would
gain by repeated viewing the best poetic passages will have
I1 predict a perennial freshness As marden J clarkdarkoark warns in
an admirable foreword many of the passages are not trans-
parentlyparent ly simple their contributions to worship resemble those
to be found in harmonies of rich musicmusic which do not become
trite but continue to unfold there are of course many lines
which are limpid and clear but worth cherishing in memory
as when in third nephi laceuslachus mourning the death of
rachel declares

death is as smooth as the sea
soft but unyielding and dark
and I1 can never speak to her again

only a little later however nephi describes the coming of the
savior thus

he came like the steel of our conscience of truth
quietly his voice the urgency of life

and a few lines farther on speaking of loved ones believed
dead in the disaster to the city he says

they are as the stalks of wheat
that dry golden in the fields though they die
unto god they do not die in him for the germ
remains the spirit that is eternal
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the overtones in this are above the simple renewal of life in
the spring or resurrection as we customarily visualize it

it is in such ways besides the effects of stage spectacle
that dr larson lifts the climaxes of the plays to religious
experience superior to that obtainable from a quotation or
ritualized expression repeated so often that it may become only
a dying echo of its original significance the poet s courage
is not only in his willingness to write poetry drama in an un-
poetic age but in his ability to startle the imagination awake
with freshness of images and phrases many of these yield up
their better values only after we have time to ponder them
thus readers of these plays although they will miss much that
the stage spectacles can give them will have their own special
opportunities for enjoyment and inspiration

carlton culmsee
utah state university
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